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By Rosalie H. Davis 
Peddlers may be banned from 
selling their products in the Main 
Street downtown area, if -the 
Durham Board of Selectmen 
approves an ordinance Monday. 
The ordinance passed its first 
reading last Monday, and will be 
in effect if approved at the 7: 30 
meeting in the town office 
"Hawkers and peddlers and 
persons selling the product of his 
own labor, the labor of his family, 
the product of his own farm, or 
the one he tills, are prohibited 
from soliciting on Main Street," 
the ordinance reads. 
The proposal defines the area 
to include "Main Street, its side-
walks, and adjacent town properties 
from the Pettee Brook Lane inter-
... section east to the Madbury Road 
intersection between the hours of 
6a.m. and6p.m. daily. " 
Alan Edmond, Durham admin- · 
istrative assistant, said the ordi-
nance is designed to free parking 
spaces in the downtown area of 
Main Street. 
" It 's a perennial problem that 
comes up every spring and again 
in the fall ," he said. The 
merchants complain of parking 
spaces being taken by .the peddlers, 
and people looking for parking . 
spaces complain,'' Edmond said. 
" It 's a problem for police, be-
cause the people are only supposed 
to be ther~ for an hour, and they 
(the peddlers) just switch SQaces. 
It 's obvious that entorcing the 
parking regulations is a problem 
because there are ways to get 
around them," he said. 
Edmond said the ordinance, 
if approved, does not mean peddlers 
won 't be able to sell anywhere 
inDurham. . 
"They could sell their wares in / 
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a parking lot, or just move up Eleven--yes, 11-- Oyster River Highschoolers cram the~~eh:es 
the street where parking regula- into a downtown phone booth yesterday afternoon. No m1ur1es 
tions didn't disallow them," he said. were reported. (Jan Brubacher photo) 
Edmond said another reason 
for the proposal, which the select-
men asked him to write, was a 
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Magazin~ damage 
cost UN~ $2,300 
By Brendan DuBois 
The UNH Dimond Library 
spent about $2,300 last year to 
replace stolen or damaged 
periodicals. 
" That $2,300 is money the 
library ·could be spending on 
something else, " said John Hull, 
serials librarian. "And that $2,300 
to replace damaged magazines ' 
doesn't account for the money 
spent by having <employees ) .look 
for the magazine or sending away 
for a new copy:'' 
Hull said 1,209 periodicals were 
replaced last year _because of 
theft and damage. 
- That figure is not separated in-
to theft and damage, he said, and 
is about the same as in other 
years. 
Vicky Smith, periodical 
assistant, said the damage 
problem is not major. 
"Mostly, it's people who clip 
out coupons or subscription cards 
and who don't realize the entire 
journal is the property of _the 
library," she said. 
"But we also have people who 
.razor out entire articles or pic-
tures, " she added. 
Smith said a person will some-
times get caught defacing a 
magazine, but most offenders are 
persons clipping coupons. She 
said the library doesn't ~sually 
. catch people taking entire ar-
ticles or sections of articles . 
"If we catch a person 
defacing," she said, "we handle 
it on a case by case basis. 
Usually, in the case of people 
clipping coupons, we give a very 
strong verbal warning. " 
Smith said according to New 
Hampshire law any person who 
defaces or damages library 
property can be subject to a fine 
of $300. 
Hull said he couldn't remember 
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The Commuter Center has re- needed, according to Beckingham. 
ceived $4,010 from Student Ac- The wall between the Off-Campus 
tivity funds to finance its first Housing Office (OCHO) and room 
year of operation, but additional 135 will be removed to increa~ 
funding remains uncertain. the size of the office. Adminis-
' 'We don't know where our fund trative personnel will occupy room 
will be coming from to complete 131 now a Student Government 
the three-year development - of ofri'ce. 
the Commuter Center," Jay A Resource and Information 
Beckingham, student vice Center will be in ro(lm 133. The 
president of Commuter Affairs, Center will provide .students with 
·said thi~ week. . . . . . information about landlords, 
B.eckmghc;im said.~~~ mvesh- leases, utilities_ •and consumer 
gatmg fundmg .P?ss1b1hties from money-saving tips. 
the Student Activ1tes tax, Student ; " . . . . 
Services fee, and other sources. There will also be mformat10n 
"Hopefully we will get money about student lawyers. Most 
from Student Affairs, but that is lawye~s on campus represent st~~ 
up to Dick Stevens,•' he said. dents. m tenant.-landlord cases, 
The first year's funding was to Beckmgham said. 
have come from Residential Life "We hope to get commuter 8-_.tu-
but will come from Student Ac~ dents jnvolved in the Center. We 
tivities instead. plan to have commuter senators 
Richard Stevens UNH vice and OCHO Board members who 
president of Stud~nt Affairs, keep regula~ off!~e ho1:1rs for 
declined to comment on the fund- student questions, Beckmgham 
ing change until Monday. said. _ 
His secretary said he "is in the Beckingham said not enough 
process of reaching a final students know about the Center. 
decision on the matter." . "Advertising is a main item on 
The MUB houses a Commuter the budget,'' he said. 
Franklin decision 
could he precedent 
·By Beth Albert 
The Durham Planning Board 
will appeal a Superior Court deci-
sion it says will change the site 
review process of every planning 
board in the state. 
Judge Frederick Goode ruled 
on Oct. 2 that the board exceeded 
its authority in ordering a site 
review of the Franklin Theater 
and denying owner William 
Davison's request to turn the 
theater into a nightclub. 
The Planning Board denied the 
request last October. Davison 
appealed that decision and won. 
Goode's decision states that the 
Planning Board has no authority 
to conduct a site review on a 
building which changes its use by 
altering the internal structure. 
Davison could not be reached 
for comment. 
person may turn a drug store into 
a restau;:ant without having a site 
review. Reauirernents such as 
additional_parking will not have to 
be met," said Rebecca t'rost, 
Planning Board member. 
"It is not the conversion of the 
Franklin Theater into a night 
club that we are appealing. If the 
decision said just that, the Plan-
ning Board would have accepted 
it. We are appealing the broader 
implications of changing the site 
review process,'' Frost said. 
That process requires that.site 
plans be submitted to the Plan-
ning Board by anyone wishing to 
alter a building's use. 
Goode ruled that "the plain-
tiff's plans, submitted to the 
Planning Board, cqnstituted a 
site plan for the development of a 
tract would torture and distort 
"C The ruling) means thaL a FRANKLIN, page-7 
,...,,., --:·Y 
'~ 
A recent court ruling on the Franklin Theater's move to 
become a nigh_tclub may have statewide ramifications. (Jo 




Special Caucus meeting 
The Faculty Caucus will hold a special meeting Monday to 
discuss its motion for the formation of a confidential sulKommittee 
to hear comments on candidates for the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs position. 
The Caucus will also take up recent matters connected with 
grievance procedures. 
The Search Committee defeated a move from the Caucus earlier 
this month to form the sub-committee. The Caucus ' proposal 
came after Associate Professor of political science David Moore 
criticized Liberal Arts Dean Allan Spitz, a candidate for vice 
president, for what he called unethical behavior towards faculty. 
Moore said he will file a formal grievance against Spitz next week. 
After heated debate among faculty members about Spitz, UNH 
President Eugene Mills asked faculty to restrict comments on the 
issue to formai 1?rlevance procedures. 
More late fees 
The UNH Registrar 's Office has collected almost $2,000 more 
in late drop and add fees than it had last October. 
Registrar's Office spokeswoman Gail Branca said $6,707 had 
been collected in mid-October. compared to $4,910 last Oct. 18. 
Students who drop or add a course after the deadline must pay 
a $10 late fee per course. . 
The accumulated mone~ goes to a general fund account. Last 
year's total added up to $28,670. 
''Last year--and every year--the bulk of the money came in 
right before mid-semester." said Assistant Registrar James 
Wolf. "Some students always wait until the last moment to get 
out of classes." ' . 
Students have until today to dro.p courses without academic 
liability . Branca said paperwork should get even heavier this 
week. 
The late fee was established to discourage students from 
waiting until the last minute to drop or add. and to make less 
paperwork for administrators. 
Sununu nieets Dudley 
Joh11 Sununu this week called Dudley Dudley's proposal to 
make Pub.lie Utilities _Commission candidates take an oath against 
Construction Work m Progress (CWIP) before taking office 
illegal. -
"I ~ould be against the governor i( he made a stipulation that a 
cand1dat_e had to take an oath in favor of CWIP." Sununu said at a , 
debate Tuesdav in the MUB. 
Sununu. a Republican. is campaigning against Democratic in-
cumbent Dudley in the Third District race for the Governor's 
Council. 
Dudley, speaking before about 12 people. said Sununu sees the 
job as. advisor to the governor. "The job entails the acceptance 
and ~1spersa~ of federal and state funds and voting for gub-
natonal candidates . The governor's council should do morc> than 
just say yes to the governor." Dudley said. 
. Sununu argued that the state constitution defines the job as ad-
visory. 
Corrections 
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Bicycles are a steal at auction 
By Brendan DuBois 
Auctioneer Richard Adler got 
up on a chair;\Vaved a ruler and 
urged the crowd to bid high. The 
tension grew with the bids until 
one bidder gave up and Adler 
shouted, "Sold." And a two-year-
old ten-speed bike with no brakes 
went for $20. 
The UNH Public Safety Depart-
ment sold 21 unclaimed bikPs 
Wednesday, dividing them be-
tween about 50 people gathered in 
front of the Service Building. 
''These are bicycles a year or 
two old," said Adler, assistant 
·director of Public Safety, "that 
have been found on campus. 
\Ve ' vc d1tt.:ktu a11Ll t:ro::.::.-
checked with the Durham Police, 
and couldn't contact any 
owners." 
The auction officially started at 
noon, but twenty minutes earlier 
people were already going 
through the bicycles to check on 
their conditions . 
The bikes varied from a · ten-
speed Raleigh to a one-speed 
girl's bike suitable for a six-year-
old. 
' ,Adler started the bidding at 10 
or 15 dollars. 
Public Safety Officer Arthur 
Smart demonstrated the 
bicycles, some of which had flat 
tires or missing brakes. 
"I bought this bike for myself," 
said Fae McKee, University 
custodian, after proudly showing 
off the ten-speed boy's bike she 
had bought for $31. 
Although some bids went un-
challenged, there were some 
"·duels" as people bid for the 
same bicycles. 
The highest bid was for $31.50, 
for a ten-speed. 
Mitch Martineau, who works at 
the welding shop at the service 
building, said he paid "too much" 
when he bought a ten-speed for 
$30. 
"Actually, I live in Dover and I 
don't have a car, so I need l:)ome-
thing to get back and forth," he 
said. 
Ann Margaritas, accounting 
clerk, said the auction brought in 
$441.50. 
All the bicycles were sold and 
the money goes to the UNH 
General Fund. Adler said that he 
was going to make a suggestion 
the money be used for students . 
"I think everybody got a good 
deal," Adler said afterwards. ., 
r 
"We hold this auction whenever 
we have too many bikes clut-
tering up the Service building.·· 
He said the last Cl .:d10n was 
held two years ago. 
"We also never have any 
problems with people coming up 
later and claiming the bikes after 
they had been sold,'' Adler said. 
"I think some of the bikes are 
from people who graduate and 
find out they don't have room to 
take them home, so they abandon 
them, ".he said. 
"Or some of the bikes could be 
stolen from out-of-town, and 
dropped off here.'' 
Aucti.Oneer Richard Adler sells off another unclaimed bicycle 
at Wednesday's auction. <Brendan DuBois photo) 
UNH political scientists discuss 
the race for governor~s seat 
By Jennifer Grant 
Wesley Powell's independent 
candidacy may take votes away 
from Hugh Gallen and actually 
help Gov. Meldl-im Thomson wiR 
a fourth term, political science 
Proressor Robert Craig, said 
Wednesday. , 
Craig's comments were part of 
a political symposium focusing 
on the race for governor. 
About 40 people attended the 
forum in the MUB, sponsored by 
the political science department. 
Political science Professors 
Joseph Ford, George Romoser, 
and David Moore agreed with 
Craig that Powell could help 
campaign. The readers are more Moore. . . 
conservative and give support to "Thomson has bmlt a followmg 
Thomson. of voters who like politicians that 
"The Manchester Union Leader keep their promise$. He has credi-
is suoer-biased in favor of Thom- bility and for a politician to have 
son. Without the Manchester credibility is like a banker to 
Union Leader, Thomson wouldn't have money," Craig said . 
have risen in the political scene 
and be what he is today," said . SYMPOSIUM, page 6 
W edneSday last day 
to file for electio.ns It was incorrectly reported in Tue~day's T .he N<?\~ ~amp­
shir<? that John Kayser is an associate professor of history. 
Kayser is an associate political science professor. / Thomson more than hurt him. By Pam Dey Body President Randy Schroeder 
In Tuesday's issue of The New Hampshire. it was incorrect-
ly reported that mid-semester assessments would be held 
confidential between studer'. and faculty until the Academic 
Standards Committee couk: :eview those assessments at a later 
date. 
The assessments. which will be held confidential between stu-
dent and faculty will not be reviewed bv the committee at all. 
Instead. membe~s of the committee will meet with students and 
faculty to discuss whether or not the assessments are beneficial 
to students and instructors. 
The photograph of a group of F'risbee players that appeared 
on page one of Tuesday's issue was taken by Chris Kent . 
The weather 
The National Weather Service predicts a mostly sunny, clear 
weekend. with almost no chance of rain. High temperatures 
should near the 60s today and drop to the 20s and 30s tonight. It 
may ~e cloudy tomorrow, with highs in the 50s. 
- ~· ~ . . 
\ I It f \ \ "..t,. 
"When Powell joined the pri-
mary race, Thomson lost six per 
cent of the votes and Gallen lost 16 
percent of the votes," said Moore. 
"The 16 percent of support that 
Gallen lost will probably come 
back to him in the election. 
Powell is in there as a protest 
vote," said Moore. 
Moore said once a candidate 
shows sign~ of winning, voters 
tend to lean towards that candi-
date. 
The 16 percent of support that 
Gallen lost. due to Powell, will 
probably be returned to him in 
the election. he said. 
Craig and Moore surveyed 320 
voters one week after the Septem-
ber primary election. The results 
showed Thomson with a 47 percent 
lead over Gallen. who had 40 
percent of the votes. 
Craig said. "Thomson's support 
is rock-hard and unshakable: he's 
1 unable to broaden his support. 
All he can hope for is that Powell 
takes votes awav from Gallen." 
Moore said .. :The effect of The 
Manchester Union Leader is 
quite substantial in the election 
t f J It 
Students filing for student body before deciding to add the vice 
president and vice president president position. 
must do so by six p.m. Nov. 1. "We weren't told -why the 
The elections will be held Nov. decision was made but speaking 
14 and 15. as a student senator, the caucus 
Any full-time .student may file didn't mind . not being consulted 
for student body president. The about the vice president 
candidate must obtain 200 decision," said Moore. 
signatures and have a running- "Everyone in caucus is 
mate. Students may sign more basically for the addition of the 
than one petition. executive vice president. If you 
UNH President Eugene Mills look at wb:;it we have now, Randy 
added the vice president position wasn't e1ected. He has no 
on Oct. 18. legitimacy. An executive vice . 
His decision was one of several president would have some 
proposed changes in the new legitimacy in taking over should 
student governance task force something happen to the 
report. worked out last year in president," Mo.ore said . • 
re~ponse to Mills' break-up of the Despite any future decisions 
University Senate. , made on the task force, the ad-
Last week the Student Caucus dition of the executive vice 
was given a voice in deciding on president will remain. 
the governance proposal. The "Personally; I think like last 
original proposal calls for year there will be a problem of 
abolition of the Caucus and did students filing late--no one has 
not allow for Caucus members' filed vet but I don't know how 
opinion of the proposal. many' applications have been 
Alice Moore. election coor- given out.. Any-0ne in student 
dinator. said Mills consulted 
Richard Stevens, vice president 
for student affairs. and Student 
• - • I .., - I • 
(I \,. l o/•,)-,/ 
·ELECTIONS, page 5 
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Visitors to ~he MUB Wednesday take the time to check out MUSO's photo and camera exhibit. 
<Dave LaBianca photo) 
F acuity has mixed reactions 
to remedial skills proposal 
By Jennifer Grant 
Although many UNH faculty 
support a proposed remedial 
program in reading, writing and 
math, several others this week 
objected to the idea. 
Mathematics Professor A . 
Robb Jacoby said, "I wouldn't 
approve of the University paying 
for such a remedial program. We 
shouldn't pay for what the high 
schools fail to teach." · 
Jean Kennard and M. Evans 
Munroe, chairpersons of EngJish 
and mathematics, said they ap-
prove of the program. 
In its 1980-81 budget ·request, 
the University System Board of 
Trustees requested $41,400 from 
the state to finance a remedial 
skills program. 
''The program was proposed 
because some students are ex-
hibiting deficiencies in basic 
The English Department used 
to have its own remedial courses~ 
but.>. according to a department 
spokesperson, it is not offering 
them this semester. 
Michael Lee. a Freshman 
English teacher, said, "I don't 
think that Freshma~- · Engli~h-- i~ 
sufficient in providing students 
with fundamentab in reading and 
writing. There is a definite need 
for a remedial skills program." 
"A separate remedial course 
would be the only real answer to 
this problem. A Freshman 
English course could be taught at 
the remedial level, but the more 
advanced students would suffer. 
And vice versa: if the course 
were taught on a high level, the 
remedial students would suffer," 
said Lee. 
and students would be dumped 
into the remedial program," said 
Carnicelli. 
Donald Graves, associate 
professor of education, is opposed 
to the program proposal on the 
grounds that "study skills cen-
ters usually teach little pieces of 
skills that don't amount to much 
in the long run." 
Thomas Newkirk, an assistant 
professor who teaches Freshman 
English, said, " I'm really op-
posed to singling out remedial 
students. They wilJ benefit more 
in a class among better students 
than in a separate course com-
posed of just remedial students." 
Glen Daley, who teaches 
Freshman English, said, "I've 
noticed that the vast majority of 
students in Freshman English 
are competent in reading and 
writing skills. 
PAGE THREE 
Mills asks f acuity 
to watch comments 
By Paul Keegan 
UNH President Eugene Mills, 
in a letter issued Wednesday, told 
faculty members that individual 
grievances should "be resolved 
within the structure and 
processes of the University." 
Mills said the letter was written 
after dozens of faculty members 
contacted him in the last week 
"to voice their concern about the 
public expression of individual 
grievances and especially the 
highly personal tone of these 
comments." 
Though Mills said he "didn't 
want to discuss individuals or in-
dividu:;tl C:;tS:Gs:," his: }9tt9r c~m9 
directly after recent public out- · 
bursts by faculty members about 
Allan Spitz, candidate for the 
position of vice president for aca-
demic affairs and Dean of the 
College of Liberal Arts. 
"I received more than a dozen 
letters and 15-20 phone calls in the 
last week," said Mills yesterday. 
"I spent two hours on the phone 
night before last <Tuesday) 
talkingto faculty members." 
Richard Desrosiers, assistant 
professor of classics, and Asso-
ciate Professor of political science 
John Kayser, in Tuesday's issue 
of The New Hampshire, charged 
Spitz with "vindictiveness" and 
"harassment" in ending their 
membership on UNH's Pre-Law 
Committee. 
Kayser, who filed grievance 
against Spitz this summer and 
Desrosiers both said they will 
ref use to step down from the 
committee. Associate Professor 
of political science David Moore 
who said he began grievance pro~ 
cedures against Spitz this Mon-
day, publicly charged Spitz with 
threatening faculty members and 
abuse of power on Oct. 9. 
Mills, who at that time called 
Moore's comments "inappro-
priate and unfortunate" Wed-
nesday, reiterated statements he 
had made earlier regarding grie-
vance procedures. 
-
"I want again to express m'V · 
deep concern that appropriat~ 
procedures and processes by used 
with respect to grievances, and 
that we remain committed to the 
traditional fairness and restraint 
that should characterize profes-
sional relationships in an 
academic community," Mills 
said in the letter. . 
Though Mills would not ·say 
which grievances he -was 
ref erring to, Prof. Desroisers 
said, "the timing might give me 
the impression that it's a little 
rap on the wrist. 
"But that doesn't concern me," 
said Desroisers. who has not filed 
a formal grievance. "A grievan-
ce is something done to you. Ifs 
ridiculous to regard this as a per-
sonal grievance. If anyone has 
been aggrieved, its the students, 
~nd the most eff ecacious way to 
mform the students of that is 
through The New Hampshire. 
"Obviously, the way he (Spitz) 
acted is something I think we 
ought to know now instead of next 
year." 
The Vice President for 
Academic Affairs Search Com-
mittee is expected to pick a suc-
cessor for David Ellis by 
January. Spitz is now acting vice 
president. 
Prof. Moore said he "supports 
their <Desroiser's and Kayser's), 
or any other faculty member's 
right to speak out on a matter 
that effects students and the 
University community." 
Moore also said that he agrees 
completely with Mills about ap-
propriate grievance procedures. 
"I have been very careful to 
follow those procedures, first by 
- attempting to settle grievances 
within administrative channels, 
and subsequently by initiating 
hearings with the Professional 
Standards Committee concerning 
such grievances.'' 
Meanwhile, Professor of 
history Hans Heilbronner was 
MILLS, page 5 
reading,' writing, a·ria mathemati~­
cal skills," said Allan Prince, 
UNH Vice President for Budget 
and Administration. 
ti~ OJQ not: Say lJVVV u1ctlly 
Munroe said, "We're doing 
work in remedial mathematics 
now. Our program is financed by 
the National Science Foun-
dation." 
Munroe added he would like his 
department to "get in on the 
deal." 
Firefighter Sue Grota has fun 
Students with deficiencies there 
are. 
He said the math and English 
departments would direct the 
program. 
Staff for the program would be 
either specially hired part' time in-
s tru c to rs or full-time UNH 
faculty "who specialize in these 
areas," Prince said. 
He said the money would cover 
salaries and material costs. 
Kennard said she ·had not been 
wm ot the remedial program. 
"The major problem with such 
a program," she said , "would be 
getting people involved, since it 
would not be for credit." 
She said, "It would be a 
question of finding people in 
Freshman English who are 
showing deficiencies and need 
remedial help." 
Kennard said she thinks there 
are enough students for a 
remedial program, although 
some English professors dis-
agreed. 
"I think there is a need for a 
reading workshop,'' said Thomas 
Carnicelli, chairman of the 
Freshman English program. 
"But as far as writing is con-
cerned, I don't think there is a need 
for a remedial program." 
"The English Department ran 
a grammar workshop three or 
four years ago, and it died 
because of lack of student in-
terest," Carnicelli said. 
''Teachers are paid to help 
students who are having dif-
ficulties. I'm afriad that if this 
program were instituted, respon-
sibility of teachers would shift 
New England Center 
gets budget · increase · 
By Laura Flynn 
The New England Center for 
Continuing Education has expand-
ed its program over the last 
two years; its budget has in-
creased by 13 percent this year. 
The budget increase from $1.6 
million to $1.8 million is mostly 
because of inflation, said New 
England Center Director An-
thony Codding. "Minimum wage 
has gone up and so has the cost of 
food, fuel, and utilities," he said. 
The New England Center was 
founded in 1969 as a non-profit 
cooperative project of the six 
New England land grant univer-
sities, including UNH and the 
Univ,~rsities of Vermont, l.onnec-
ticut, Rhode Island, Massachu- · 
setts and Maine. 
Though most of its budget 
comes from revenues, the Center 
does receive $50,000 from the 
UNH budget, and $20,000 from 
each of the other five univer-
sities. 
"The University enjoys the 
benefits of the Center, so we make 
a contribution to it." said UNH 
Budget Director Allan Prince. 
"We give more than the other 
schools because it is local to us 
and we can use· it more." 
NE CENTER. page 5 
By Beth Albert 
The Durham Fire Department's 
only woman firefighter enjoys 
her iob because it's fun. 
"I'm here to help out. I don't 
want to force the issue that I'm a 
woma~," said Susan Grota, 25, a 
caller in the department. 
Grota said she does nothing out 
of the ordinary at a fire. "I drag 
hoses, cover furniture and help 
ou~ in any way that I can," she 
said. 
"I was at the Oct. 13 barn fire 
on Mast Road from 2 a.m. to noon 
the next day. Some of the other 
fire fighters stayed there until 
six. I had to go back to the fire 
house to do some secretarial 
stuff." 
Grota graduated from UNH in 
1975 with a degree in chemistry 
and a minor in political science. 
S_he was unable to find a job in her 
field so she applied for a 
secretarial position with the fire 
department. 
"I had no secretarial experi-
ence. I only had one semester of 
high school typing," Grota said. 
Grota got the job in February 
of 1976. "There is more than just 
typing and filing to do. I handle 
the monthly reports and financial 
matters. An accounting course I 
took at UNH has proved to be 
really valuable," Grota said. 
Gr~ta has a duel responsibility 
of bemg available to fight a fire 
whe_n needed and covering the 
station when the rest of the fire 
fighters are out on call. 
''All callers go out on call about 
eight to ten times a month " 
Grota said. ' 
Students comprise nalf the 
department'·s callers. When 
spring comes and the students 
leave, the department 
desperately needs more fire 
fighters. Grota was available to 
join the force, so in the spring of 
1977 she began to train for a 
caller position. 
"The department needed 
people, and I was here so I 
thought that I'd try it " Grota 
said. ' 
Callers go through a training 
program to learn structural fire 
fighting, how to run a pump and 
other drills. · 
"Interest and a will to learn are 
GROTA, page6 
Firefighter Sue Grota takes time out from her secretarial 
duties at the station to check ovet the equipment. (Robert 
Bauer photo) 
PAGE FOUR 
.. .. .. rea-lly great food .... best steaks 
north of Boston.'' 
"My broiled scrod was only 
$5. 75, deliciou5, and couldn't hdve 
been fresher ... 
"The salad bar was excellent and 
the plates ~ere king size!" 
6 miles southeast of Portsmouth Circle on Route I A 
at Rye Harbor N.H. Dinneronly5-10 p.m. 
. Closed Monday 
Steak - Seafood 
Route 1A 
Rye Harbor NH PILOT so3-964-8o8o 
ousd,~ 
Students Interested . ID 
Studying Abroad 
There will be an informational 
~eting-·-~ everyr .. Thursday after-
-~A n~oon from 2:00to 3:00 p .. m. 
Roo111 111-Murkland Hall 
See George T. Abraham 
or Robin 0. Mellin 
Tel. No. 862-2064 
t--()~~Ct~Ct-.Cl--Ct-.Ct41119'Ct--()~: 
I What Have You Been Missing??? I 
lsunday Night at The Mub Pub I 
.1. Oldies Dormitory Fued 
1
1 
i Twist-Jitterbug-"The Freeze" 
IBEACHBOYS BEATLES I 
-,' If you don't believe all this.;. '1 
Ask The Regulars ... 
I I 
I ~~~ I Jessie Doe - Alexander 3rd I 
I Hetzel Pit 
i 
Hitchcock Pit 
1 Williamson Sawyer 
'
: All Sports Inn 
1 group64 Rugular Dubs 
'
: OR , ... 
Ask Rick Bean 
i (I Always Love My Mother) I 
,....,,...,__,,~~·~·~~·~()~(· 
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Bad checks plague businesses 
know how to write out a check," 
By Mary-Lou Maynard Chase added. 
Durham merchants and bank Chase said a course on banking 
officials said this week the num- · should be required of all high 
ber of overdrawn checks in Dur- school students to prepare them 
ham is increasing. for college. · 
Robert Chase, treasurer at th~ Personal checks from students' 
Durham Bank and Trust, said parents are a constant problem. 
based on reports from the Feder- According to Chase, the check 
al Reserve Bank in Boston the takes a week to process but some-
bank has more than the normal times the bank gives the student 
amount of bounced checks. "This part of the cash so he won't be 
is because we are a student broke. Then the checks bounce. 
bank," said Chase. "We get blamed a lot, " said 
Chase said he was unable to Chase. "I wish people understood 
provide specific figures. our side." 
"Ignorance," he said, is the "It is aggravating, ties up 
main reason students bounce bl f 
checks .. Students don't know how r~~P!~~~~~t~r~a~~s d~~' t e~~n~~ 
to manage a checking account, he (checks)," said Richard Houghton
3 
said. general manager of Town ana 
r 
"Some students don't even campus, of the rubber check 
005EQTO'& ITALIAN CUI&INE 
C/Jinner Jor '7'wo $9.95 
glass of wine . choice of: soup or salad 
choice of: cp;ggplant'Parmigione w!CSpaghetti 
CSPaghetti wl UJ1eatballs 
· CSPaghetti wl CSausage 
{§icken 'Parmigione wl ~paghetti 
CSPaghettiwl UJ1ushroomCSauce 
choice of: jello, pudding, or melon 
GMonday · 
111 Shore J«>ad (Opposite Colony CJerrace ~ 
c5ZJ pp le c:!ackC/Jelters) 
O{jUNQUIT 646-8130 reservations 
problem. 
Every student who goes to 
Town and Campus to cash a 
check has to pay a twenty-five 
cent service fee . According to 
Houghton, everyone has to be 
charged because of the students 
who bounce checks. 
" It 's almost fun to watch the 
freshmen come in here and cash 
checks," said Houghton. The em-
ployees know the inevitable. 
Jesse Gangwer, owner of Town 
and Campus, said the biggest 
problem he has is all the phone-
calling and paperwork. Gangwer 
said he leaves messages at the 
student's dorm saying there is 
a "package" waiting at Town and 
Campus. 
wnen tne stuctent comes to the 
store he discovers the package is 
really a bounced check and 
Gangwer warns him he's waiting 
for the money the student owes 
him. 
"It's less embarrassing for the 
student that way, said Gangwer, 
and it gets them (the students) 
to come down here." 
"The paperwork is unbelievable,'' 
said Houghton. "It's a waste of time 
and effort and is a hassle and a 
pain.'' 
Gangwer could not give an esti-
mate as to how many checks 
bounced per day but said it "varies 
a lot". 
He and Houghton said a high 
school course would alleviate the 
problem. But they keep cashing 
checks because "we realize we're 
the most convenient place for 
the student,'' said Houghton. 
Thomas Harvey Jr., business 
administrator at Thompson Hall , 
said student checking accounts 
are an " increasing problem in 
both check cashing and bill pay-
ment. '' 
When a student bounces a check 
at Thompson Hall he is not 
charged a service fee. The Business 
Office sends a letter instead. 
According to Harvey, if the 
student doesn't answer the letters 
and pay the bills, the office takes 
legal action. 
"We have to buy the money," 
said Harvey. If a student bounces 
a check the Business Office is 
without that money. "The public 
is not aware of that," Harvey 
added. 
Like Town and Campus, check 
cashing at Thompson Hall is an 
extra service provided for the 
students. But at UNH a student 
can get up to one-hundred dollars 
in cash. 
Johnny Grimes, owner of the · 
Community Market in Durham 
since 1946, said, "I don't cash 
checks at all. I stopped doing that 
two or three years ago." 
Back in the late 60's, Grimes 
said, he had somewhere between 







It takes a lot of hard work to do 
well in these courses. But if you are 
working hard and still not doing well, 
get a tutor, from Tau Beta Pi, for free. 
Tutoring sessions are held every 
Tuesday night in the Mechanical En-
gineering Lounge (just off the Kings-
bury. Hall Lobby.) 
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Center 
NE CENTER, 
continued from page 3 
Prince said the $50-,000 is one of 
the general costs of the univer-
sity. "It's all part ofthe money 
students pay to get everything 
from heat and light, to library 
books, to the frog they cut up ii'i 
biology class,' ' he said. 
The New England Center 
promotes and hosts conferences, 
meetings, apd workshops dealing 
with information sharing, 
problem solving, and training. 
Last year the Center held 1,141 
conferences and organized and 
coordinated 13 conferences held 
elsew}lere on the campus last 
summer. 
Among last summer's con-
ferences was a "model cities" 
conference in which junior high 
school students from various 
cities lived in the dormitories for 
eight weeks, went to classes in 
the morning, and participated in 
recreational activities in the af-
ternoon. 
Codding-recalled, "Not only did 
it give them some extra training 
in their subjects, it also gave 
them some early exposure to 
higher education, made them 
realize that it's not that far out of 
their reach." 
"For the conferences we 
provide people with one point of 
contact," said Codding. "We give 
them information when they need 
it so they don't have to run all 
QV~r the University, wondering · 
where to go.'' 
At the New England Center the 
Kellogg Learning Center has six 
meeting rooms . The Concord 
Dining Room and the Adams 
Residential Tower can accom-
modate 80 overnight guests. . · 
The New England Center is in-
volved in several other activities 
designed to have a regional im-
pact. 
The Center provides a number 
of programs for the elderly. The 
Gerontology Center sponsors the 
New Hampshire Foster Grand-
parents Program - and fias 
hosted several symposiums on 
aging, and the Summer Institute 
in Gerontology. 
Elderhostel is a network of 
colleges and universities which 
_sponsors two to four one-week 
residential academic conferen-
ces during the summer for in-
dividuals 60 years and over who 
want help dealing with the per-
sonal problems of aging. 
The Center's other services 
range from health education 
projects, technical and 
management services, to marine 
advisory services for specialists 
working on waterfront problems. 
"The students profit just by 
what the Center does for the 
University," Codding said. 
''The Center provides a place 
for visiting scholars and noted 
speakers to stay, eat, and ·hold 
receptions, " he said . . 
"In a more direct way, it 
benefits the students by · 
providing a place for their par-
ents to stay, and we also provide 
jobs for about 40 students as 
waitresses, waiters, kitchen help, 
and positions in the staff offices 
and function sales office,'' he ad-
ded. 
Filing will end Wednesday 
ELECTIONS, 
continued from page 2 
government can hand out an ap-
plication,'' said Moore. 
Vice President for Special 
Assignments Cheryl Brown was 
the election coordinator until 
handing over the responsibility to 
Moore. Brown decided she was 
no longer impartially qualified 
because she has decided to run 
for executive vice president. 
The election coordinator is for-
bidden to openly support any 
candidate. 
SENIOR PORTRAITS . 
SIGN UPS FOR 
SENIOR PORTRAITS ONLY 
WILL BE HELD IN THE GRANITE OFFICE, 
room 125 MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING 
FROM OCTOBER 30 to NOV. 4 
ALL PICTURES GOING INTO THE 
YEARBOOK MUST BET AKEN BY OUR 
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER . 
ERAIT SITTINGS WILL BEGIN NOV. 13 
Comments 
MILLS, 
continued from page 3 
circulating a statement to be 
signed by faculty members in 
support of Mill's statement. 
"It was a statement, the essen-
ce of which says that those who 
sign it, without taking any 
position on any grievance, con-
demn violently the actions of 
those who express their grievan-
ces in ways that are not proper 
with academic procedure," said 
Heilbronner. 
Heilbronner said he did no.t 
know exactly how many people 
signed the document but they 
were "numerous." 
Marron Fort, associate 
professor of German, said he was 
the only member of the languagp 
department to sign the 
statement. 
answers to the 
collegiate cro11word 




422 Central Ave. 






Blues - Folk - Jazz 




·THE BEST CHILI AROUND 
PLUS 
RIVER TRAFFIC!! 
-• TllE POllSIOUTI w11aF101T OPEi l DAY·S 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. - 438-
PAGE FIVE · 
campus calendar 
FRIDAY, October 27 
LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW WITHOUT ACADEMIC 
LIABILITY. 
LAST DAY TO CARRY OVER 20 CREDITS WITHOUT 
SURCHARGE. 
POLITICAL RALLY: Democratic candidate for Governor 
Hugh Gallen, U.S. Senator John I?urkin, and Dudley 
Dudley, candidate for re-election to the Governor's Council 
will speak and answer questions from students. Strafford 
Room, Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Sponsored by 
Students for Gallen. 
NHOC HALLOWEEN TRIP: Weekend trip to Franconia 
Cabin. Leaving at 5 p.m. on Friday and returning around 5 
p.m. on Sunday, October 29. Bring warm clothes for 
hiking, and costume for party. Sign up in Room 135, 
Memorial Union; $3 due at sign-up. 
MUB PUB: "Saoo," rock, S p.m. 
SA TU RDA Y, October 28 
FLA TWA TER CANOE RACE ON THE LAMPREY RIVER: 
From Newmarket Rte. 108 Bridge to Packer's Falls and 
back. A totaf of 5.2 miles. Put in at -Sliding Rock AEartme~ts, -
River Street, Newmarket. Follow signs from Rte. 108 -
bridge. Registration begins at 11 a.m. at Sliding Rock in 
Newmarket. Racing canoe class, 12 noon; conventional 
canoe class, 1:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Cheney Companies 
Rentals and the UNH Women's Ski Team. Rain date: Sun-
day, October 29. 
MEN'S SOCCER: Middlebury, Lewis Field, 2 p.m. 
MEN'S HOCKEY EXHIBITION GAME: Maine, Snively 
Arena, 7 p.m.· Admission $1.50 for everyone. 
MUB PUB: "Sass," rock, 8 p.m. 
SUNDAY, October 29 
SECOND ANNUAL UNH/BUDWEISER SUPERSTAR 
CONTEST: Contest will include relays, obstacle course, 
team frisbee, and tug-o-war. Competition begins at 9 a.m., 
indoor or outdoor track (depending on weather), Field 
House. Spectators welcome. 
PROJECTIONS: "Diary of a Mad Housewife," starring 
Carrie- Snodgrass, Richard Benjamin, and Frank Lagella. · 
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Ad-
mission $.75 or MUSO Film Pass. 
MUB /PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, 8 p.m. Also, "Dormitory 
Feud:'' 
MONDAY, October 30 
UNIVERSITY THEATER BONANZA WEEK: "Puppet 
Pourri,." a variety of puppet sketches performed by UNH 
students. Hennessy Theater, 4 p.m. General admission ·$1. 
Program geared for ages 5-8 
FOCUS: WOMEN IN THE ARTS (WIA): A symposium to 
,: :~xplore and celebrate the role of women in the arts. Five 
'&ays of performances, showings, lectures, panel . 
discussions, and films. Events listed in chronological order. 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES EXHIBITION OPENING: · 
Carter Gallery: "The Process of Prints." And, _ Scudder . 
Gallery: "Paintings of Louisa Matthiasdottir." Part.- of th~ 
Women in the Arts celebration. Paul CI'.eative Arts Center·>·' 
5 p.m. Exhibit continues through December 14. Gallery' 
Hours: Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m.:--4 p.m.; Saturday and 
Sunday, 1-5 p.m. Closed FridanJ;ir1d University holidays. 
WOMEN IN THE ARTS AND SAUL 0 SIDORE LECTURE 
SERIES: Keynote address by Antonia Brico, Conductor, 
Brice Symphony, Denver Colorado. Granite State Room, 
Me~orial Union, 8 p.m. · 
TUESDAY, October 31 
WIA-FILM: "Mary Cassatt, Impressionist from 
Philadelphia." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 11 a.m. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Plato," Donald J. 
Wilcox, History. James Hall, Room 303, 11 a .. ~.-1Z:30 E~m. 
WIA-THE ARTS i: Slide talk and panel discussion . . Room 
A218, Paul Creativ~ Arts Center, 12:30 _E_.m. 
WIA_-FILMS: ~'The Str~t,,,-;~d "Lumiere.7'"St;afford Room, 
Memorial Union, 7 and 9 p.m. 
"Campus Calendar" appears in each issue of The New 
Hampshire. Please submit information to the Administra-
tion Office, Room 322, Memorial Union. · 
1 
, The New Hampsliire is published.and distributed semi-weekly'throughout 
the academic year. Pub. no. 379'280. Our offices are located in the Memorial 
Union Building, Durham, N .H. 0382'1. Editorial office Room 151; business of-
fice Room 108. Business hours Tuesday and Thursday, 1-3 p.m., Wednesday 
and Friday, 9-2. Academic year Subscription $9.00. Second class postage 
paid at Durham, N.H., 03824. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The · 
New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. 
11,000 copies per issue ·nted at Courier Publishin Co. -. - · 
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• notices 
GENERAL 
CANNED FOOD DRIVE: There will be a canned food 
drive in the Durham area for the needy on Friday, Oc-
tober 'n. All donations will be distributed by the Church. 
Please bring any spare canned goods to the first floor 
lobby of the Memorial Union from 10 a .m.-4 p.m. , or to 
the ROTC Building from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Sponsored by 
UNH Air Force ROTC Cadets. 
HALLOWEEN PARTY FOR AREA I : Monday, October 
30, Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8:30 p.m. 
Costumes mandatory. Prizes will be awarded for best 
costumes; dorm with largest turn-out will win $50. En-
tertainment provided by Rick Bean, and free refresh-
ments. Admission $.50. 
EXCURSION A TORTILLA FLAT: Te apetece un poco 
de comida mexicana? Ven con nosotros este domingo, 29 
de oct. a Tortilla Flat en Portsmouth. Nos reuniremos a 
las 4 en el aparcamiento de T Hall. Puedes hacer reser-
vas con Elena Fernald o Susan Gonye, Murkland 209 o 
303. 
ITALIAN f'.OFF~E - HOUR: Thursqav_. _Nov. 2, 
Murkland Hall, Room 101, at 3:30 p.m. Any member of 
the campus community who wishes to practice and im-
prove his/her Italian is invited. 
SIGN-UP FOR FRESHMAN CAMP COUNSELORS: 
Sign-up will take place beginning October 23 and will 
continue through the week of October 30, in Room 126, 
Memorial Union, from 9 a.m. 1:30 p .m . Intorcatcd per 
sons must fill out applications and sign-up for inter-
views. 
TOMATO DAY IN THE MUB CAFETERIA: Wed-
nesday, November 1, MUB Cafeteria, from ll a.m.-1 :30 
p.m. Menu as follows: Pizza with tomato sauce, cheese, 
onions, and peppers, $.98 ; )!addock stewed tomato 
delight, $1.50; cream of tomato soup, $.40; English beef 
broth, $.45; Corn O'Brien, $.50; baked wintersquash, 
$.50, and tomato soup cake, $.45. 
NHOC LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP: Learn the 
workings of the· New Hampshire Outing Club, and learn 
how to organize and lead trips. Third in a series of four 
sessions. Tuesday, October 31 , Room 135, Memorial 
Union, 6:15 p.m. Last session will be held on November 
7. 
ACADEMIC 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITY COURSES : Cour-
ses which meet during the second half of the semester 
will begin on Monday, October 30, or Tuesday, Octobe1 
31. 
LAW SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE : William McC 
Schildt, Assistant Dean of the Washington and Lee 
University School of Law in Lexington, VA, will address 
students and see individual students interested in Law 
School. Monday, October 30, Room 216, Hamilton-Smith 
Hall, 2-4:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Pre-Law Committee. 
- RELIGION 
CHRISTIAN CHOIR REHEARSAL : Sunday, October 
29, Paul Creative Arts Center, Room M219, 3:20-5 p.m. 
Come join us in song. Everyone welcome. 
TESTIMONY MEETING : Monday , October 30, 
Hanover Room, Memorial Union, from 8-9 p.m. All 
students and faculty welcome. Sponsored by the 
Christian Science Organization. 
CAREER 
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 2, Module 
B: Skills Assessment. This module should assist you in 
identifying specific skills which you now have and may 
bring into a work setting. Monday, October 30, Congreve 
Lounge, 4-5:30 p.m. 
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 1, Module 
C: Locating Occupational Info. This module will assist 
you in locating occupational and career information. 
You will also take a career interest survey. Tuesday, 
October 31, Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-
2p.m. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS MEETING: Meeting for all 
Psychology majors interested in becoming members of 
th~ Pbycholo~y Clul.J or Psl CIIL Tu~:::.llay, o c tol>er 31, 
Room 103, Conant Hall, 1 p.m. All Psychology majors 
are urged to attend. 
HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY: Saturday, October 
28, Strafford Room, Memorial Union, from 8 a-.m.-12 
midnight. Admission $.50. Please wear a costume. Spon-
sored by Campus Crusade, Intervarsity, and Navigators 
Christian Fellowships. 
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA: Informational meeting, 
Sunday, October 29, Iddles L-101, at 7:30 p.m. Meeting 
will concern associate membership of freshman and 
sophomore pre-meds and pre-dents. Also, committee 
formation, and discussion of professional school tour 
dates . 
TESSEACT SCIENCE FICTION sociETY:- Impor-
tant meeting, Monday, vccooer 3U, uratton .Koom, 
Memorial Union, 7 p.m. All members please attend. 
JEWISH STUDENTS ORGANIZATION BRUNCH: 
Sunday, October 29, Commuter Lounge, Memorial 
Union, 12 noon. Students and faculty welcome. $1.00 
donation or dues . 
CLUB SPORTS 
SAILING CLUB OUTING : Sunday, October 29, Men-
dums Pond, from 12 noon-3 p.m. Please meet in front o 
the MUB at 11 :45p.m . 
SAILING CLUB MEETING: Monday, October 30, 
Commuter Loun e Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. 
Are you ready to take on 
challenge and adventure?? 
If you seek to explorr the limits of time and space, then Naval Aviation could be 
the means to launcp your journey. By the time you qualify to wear Naval 
Aviator's wings, you will have faced and conquered challenges that come only 
once in a lifetime for a few, very special people. The Navy has vacancies 
designed for those who believe themselves capable of the extraordinary with 
unlimited advancement opportunity and unusually attractive benefits 
including: · 
•Starting salary to $13,500; increases to $22,000 in 4 years 
• Finest flight tra~ning in the world 
• Free medical, dental care 
• Opportunity for travel 
• Guaranteed flight training (Sophomore-Senior Years) 
Ask your Placement Officer to set up an interview with a Navy representative 
when he visits the campus on: OCTOBER 31 , 1978 
or contact your Navy representative at (617)223-6216 Collect. 
NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS· 
575 Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139 








Covers (dry cleanable) 
Reg. $121.50 
etc. price: $99.00 
5% discount 
w /student Id. 
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Grota likes her job 
GROTA, 
continued from page 3 is free to handle the work he's 
trained for ,' ' Grota said. 
the main ingredients to becom- Grota said that the department 
ing a caller," said Grota . is looking for more callers, male 
A board of fire _fighters con- and female . They have 16 or 17 on 
ducts an oral interview with a pros- t.he st:iff now: a full staff has 30 
pective caller and recommends callers. 
the applicant to the Fi_ re Chief, 
John Greenawalt. 
Cailers are paid for training 
and fire fighting time. They earn ThOillSOll 
$3.19 an hour with a two-hour 
minimum. The callers are paid 
twice a year: in June and at SYMPOSIUM, 
Christmas. t' f 
"I would estimate that a caller con inued rom page 2 
earns about $300 a year," Grota Ford called Thomson charis-
said. ma tic. 
Callers can be called any time Craig said, "A!lY candidate 
day or night. They wear pagers .going against Thomson who thinks 
on their belts that set off a tone that he can convert Thomson 
when they are needed by the de- votes in his favor is not working 
partment. with reality. 
lirota was the player-coach for "Gallen will have to use the 
the department 's softball team issue of Construction Work in 
this summer, and is player-coach Progress (CWIP) to win undecided 
for the department's volleyball votes in his favor," he said. 
team. Thomson vetoed the CWIP bill 
"The guys in the department last spring that would have pro-
are great. I have heard that not hibited utility companies from 
all fire departments are this charging New Hampshire resi-
much fun. I must admit that it's dents for Seabrook nuclear power 
different than any other place to plant construction costs. 
work, ' ' Grota said. In the three-party race, polls 
Grota does not foresee herself show that females support Powell 
becoming a full-time fire fighter . by 25 percent while males support 
"I am most useful running him by only 13 percent. 
errands and handling equipment Ford laughed and speculated 
at the scene of a fire . Before.a fire that "females like Powell because 
fighter did ~Y job. Now that inan he has curly black hair. " 
~
• CATALOG Of" UNUSUAi .. iTEMS i• 
· Dealers, Clubs, Churches, Students, etc. Make 
~ up to I 00 percent profit, selling our many hundreds of ~. 
~ unusual items. Most items not found in stores. ~l 
l.\ Catalog and complete details for 30t p05taae. 
~-C_,._C_. C_. _-D_e __ p_t._608_-_B_ox_7_586 _ G_r_t:e_n_v_iH_e ... , S_.C_._296_1_0 __ 
&t-.1J76 
"The Fondue Restaurant" 
Mary Baker Lounge 
Entertainment Nightly 
Halloween Party 
Tues. Oct. 31 
Prizes For The Three 
Best Costumes! 








- *r a .- .. - .... .... M 
n. The Student Body President 
U and the Executive Vice-President 
will be running on the 
-
same ticket this year. 
Elections will be held 
on 
November 14 & 15 
For Petitions & Information 
See Student Govern'ment Office 
MUB, Rm.129 
Telephone 862-1494 
-- Mf r -- -- .. ,. -
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continued from pnge 1 
the fair meaning of woras chosen 
by the legislature to limit the 
board's authority." 
A .Bookshelf Speaker that actually fits on a bookshelf. 
"Plan_ning boarq interference 
with each change in every non-
residential building was not con-
templated by the drafters of the 
statute," he ruled. 
The Bose tAodel 301 has a lot going for it. Incredi-
bly spacious. lifelike sound, provided by exclusive 
Bose Direct/Reflecting 11, speaker design. The · 
capability,of shaping the sound to fit the acoustics 
of your'listening room , thanks to the unique Direct 
Energy Control. Balanced stereo image through-
out your room, a feature of asymmetrical desi·gn . 
[- - --I .. 
~~ · 
And , the Bose Model 301 comes to you· at a price 
you 'll find hard to believe, given its outstanding 
performance . But unlike so mariy oversized. so- . 
called bookshelf speakers, the Model 301 actually_ 
fits on an ordinary-size bookshelf . Come in today 
for a demonstration. Your bookshelf is waiting f0r 
the Model 301 . 
Goode said the Planning Board 
should use its "limited resour-
ces" for more pressing_ issues. · 
Douglas Gray, lawyer for the 
Planning Board, said he is 
awaiting a decision from the 
state Supreme Court on when the 
case will be heard. Gray said the 
case may be called either in the 
Balance of ref lected and direct 
c;ni inrl OIVP<; thp Mnr1PI 101 




winter or spring term. · 
"I would assume that this case 
will be heard soon due to its 













Rte. 1 Seabrook 
Southgate, Sun 10-6 
We never met a head 
we didn't like 
.. .With apologies to Will Rogers, 
the great American humorist. 
The point we're trying to make, 
of course, is that many hair-
cutters only see hair when they 
look at a head. 
At Great "X", we look at the 
whole head as wel I as the hair. 
We'' also I isten to what the head 
says, how he or she pictures him-. 
self or herself after the haircut. 
Our haircutters are trained to put 
it all together ... so tbat the 
final product is more than just an 
example of expert haircutting .. 
but a perfect representation of 
who you want to be. 
Every head's a winner, when it 
heads for ... 
STRATHAM, N.H. 
Kings Hwy Plaza 
Late Shows Fri. & Sat. 
Richard Dreyfuss 
n:g.Ftx 
1'A MASTERPIECE. "-Gene SMiit WNBC-TV 
-~'WJJODY.ALLEN'S MOST MA:!Esnc WORK TO DAT£" . 2. ()() 
. -Penelope Gill111t New Yorker Magazine 4 ~ lO 
I "INTERIORS' lrm ~·~ 
CINE 1 ·2·3·4 
NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200 
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editorial-----
Students have a right to know 
In the face of recent public outbursts by UNH 
faculty members, Universi~y President Eugene 
Mills has asked the faculty to keep their respective 
mouths closed on a sensitive issue that recently 
surfaced. 
. Spitz, the acting vice president, for "vindic-
tiveness", "harassment", and "abuse of power." 
Their charges are serious, and Moore and Kayer 
have both filed grievances. 
committee as of next spring, without even telling 
Desrosiers, who learn~d it from Kayser, whom 
Spitz also replaced. 
The replacement of these men on the committee 
didn't surprise them alone, as evidenced by two 
letters .printed below. But, had they not spoken 
out, few would have'known of the change. 
In a letter dated Oct. 25, Mills urged faculty 
members to pursue their grievances through 
traditional channels. Hidden beneath the jargon of 
the president's message is the warning: "Don't talk 
to The New Hampshire about your particular 
problem. We have our own system for solving it." 
Whether or not these charges agairst Spitz are 
accurate is not at issue. That will be determined 
by the grievance procedure. 
The problems have been with Allan Spitz, Dean 
of the College of Liberal Arts and a candidate for 
the position of Vice President for academic affairs. 
Mills's suggestion is that these problems can best 
be solved through the University's formal grievan-
ce procedure. 
The issue here is whether or not the UNH com-
muni ty--students, professors, anybody--has a 
right to know about serious chanies brought 
against a man who is being considered for one of 
the University's highest administrative posts. 
Regardless of Spitz's motives, as Desrosiers 
points out, the real losers in this move are the 
students who will no longer h;:ive two proven, ex-
perienced advisors to work with as they make the 
jump from UNH to law school. · 
Had Desrosiers and Kayser not spoken out, 
most of us would be unaware of a controversial 
committee change Spitz put into effect last week. 
For Mills to ask faculty members to keep quiet 
on actions 'that may well have/ a detrimental effect 
on UNH students is to suggest-that students should 
remain ignorant of important decisions that are 
being made here. 
This may well be the best system for resolving 
the problems. The orily thing wrong with it is that 
this procedure leaves students totally in the ,dark 
on an issue that directly effects every one of us. 
In the last few weeks, professors David Moore, 
Richard Desrosiers and John Kayser have attacked 
Desrosiers, as a member of UNH's Pre-Law 
Committee, had virtually a 100 percent success 
record in getting students from UNH into law 
school. He advised students on his own time, 
paying h~s own travelling expenses, for a year 
before the committee was formed. And he served 
on the committee for five years. 
If complaints only go through "proper chan-
; _ nels" and all the committees and procedures that 
University bureaucracy demands, this vital infor-
mation will remain in the hands of a select few. 
And this is information that all students have 
the right--and the responsibility--to know. Last week, Spitz ended Desrosiers's term on the 
I ' • 
Letters-/ ----i---.-
Shock 
To the Editor: 
I was shocked to read in Tuesdav's 
(Oct. 241 N<>w Hcrn1ps/Jir<' that Dean 
Spitz was trying to remove Dr: 
Desrosiers and Dr. Kavser from the 
Pre-Law Committee. \Vithout these 
two men there would be no Pre-Law 
Committee at UNH. 
- Dean Spitz cites some pretty poor 
and flimsy excuses for thE.'ir rE.'place-
ments. Of cour·sE.'. he couldn't possibly 
givE.' any good rN1sons because there 
are nonE.' _ Lame excust•s will not 
satisfv mv curiositv as to whv he wan· 
ts Dr: Dt;srosiE.'rs ~md Dr. KavsE.'r off 
thE.' commitke. Perhaps. Dea·n Spitz. 
vou should trv the truth. 
. To carry out such vindicti~·iE.'ness 
against two such fine mE.'n is a shame. 
Both of them havt• superlatin' records 
on the Pre-Law Committee. It was 
tht'\' who took thE.' time to establish the 
cornmittE.'e at lJNH. ThE.'ir expffiE.'nce 
and knowledge cannot be matched. 
Not onl:i.· do the DE.'an·s actions affE.'ct 
the 
new 
these men, but they also set the quality 
of advice given by the committee back 
five vears. 
Anvone who has come in contact 
with ·or. Desrosiers andJ)r . Kavser 
recognizes their expertise. Perhaps 
uean Spitz le(•Js he could do a better 
job: but then again, he's too busy 
playing the role of a political boss. I 
doubt if anv other facultv member 
could match the recor:d of Dr. 
Desrosiers. All of his advisees have 
been accepted by at least one Law 
School. Many have received multiple 
acceptances. 
Although these are my opinions. I 
am sure every other pre-law student 





It is with complete disgust that I ad-
dress this letter to the Acting Vice-
Pres ident for Academic Affairs. 
Allan Spitz. Your move to replace 
Professor John Kayser and Dr. 
I 
Richard Desrosier on the Pre-Law 
Committee is unbelievable. These two 
men have helped UNH pre-law stu-
dents tremendously. 
The combined experience and 
dedication of Professor Kayser and 
Dr. Desrosier is unmatched. Re-
placing these two men in order that 
there be a "turnover" is the most 
ridiculous thing I have ever heard. It 
is productive experience that counts 
when one looks at a committee such as 
the Pre-Law Committee. 
Mr. Spitz, it is not Dr. Desrosier's 
charges that are "absolutely insane." 
Rather I would say that your own ac-
tions deserve this charge. Not contac-
ting Prof. Kayser about any possibility 
of his replacement clearly shows your 
unprofessionalism. 
Dr. Desrosier's record clearly stands 
as reason for keeping him on the Pre· 
Law Committee. His record stands 
alone boasting 100 percent acceptance 
of his advisees to at least one law 
school. In manv cases, his students 
have been accepted to more than one 
law school. 
If anyone is to be replaced 
anywhere. it should ·be you. Mr. Spitz 
and not men with such fine records as 
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Astounded 
To the Editor: 
As the first chairman of the present 
·Pre-Law Committee, I was astounded 
to read the story about the committee 
in the Oct. 24 edition of The New 
Hampshire . It is difficult for me to 
comprehend how two faculty members 
who were appointed to a committee 
in 1973 can suggest that the completion 
of their service six years later is a 
discriminatory act. 
I served on the first committee with 
Professors Kayser and Desrosiers. In 
my judgment, Professor Kayser's 
service was effective and conscien-
-tious, as he knows. When Kayser raised 
with me recently the notion that com-
mittee membership sho~ld continue 
indefinitely, I disagreed, for I felt that 
this large institution had many quali-
fied faculty members who could serve 
on the committee for a term of reason-
able length. Such turnover would dis-
tribute burdens fairly among the 
faculty, and it would build a group 
of faculty members who have know-
ledge about Pre-Law work which would 
be useful to students. 
Professor Desrosiers service on the 
committee was always a matter of 
concern to me. Based on student re-
ports, I developed the view that 
Professor Desrosiers used his position 
to influence pre-law students to take 
-Latin and other courses offered in 
classics . While I have no objection 
to any student majoring in classics, I 
think it is misleading to suggest to stu-
dents that such a major, or the study of 
Latin, will have a significant influence 
on admission to law school. Law 
schools are looking for demonstrated 
excellence. and do not require a back· 
ground in classics or Latin. It should 
be added that my concerns were _dis-
cussed with others including Professor 
John Kayser who gave me every rea-
son to believe that he agreed with me. 
I was especially upset to note that 
Professor Desrosiers views the estab-
lishment of this committee in 1973 
as something which apparently fol-
lowed his efforts to help pre-law 
students which he had begun in 1971. 
For twenty-eight years, pre-law 
students at UNH have been assisted by 
political science professor Robert 
Dishman who, unlike Desrosiers. has 
never believed that it is his obligation 
to help all students get into law school. 
Instead, Dishman, and many others. 
have tried to help students examine 
objectively their interest in the law, 
and their potential for achievement in 
a law career. 
Finally, I think it is unfortunate that 
normal rotation of membership on this 
committee has sudd~nly been elevated 
into a political issue. 
Lawrence W. O'Connell 
Political Science 
Natural tension 
To the Editor: 
The men who ·criticized me in 
Tuesday's The New Hampshire <Oct. 
24) stated, I think, that in the absence 
of a facultv-wide referendum "a ma-
jority vote. of the Faculty Caucus has 
to be viewed as rer:>rcsenting the nosi -
tion of the faculty." Would they argue, 
\\' Ith equal convictton. that a ma.ionty 
vote on everv issue in the U.S. 
Congress "has to be viewed'" as repre-
senting the position of the American 
people? Do they recognize that there is 
a natural tension between elected rep-
resentatives and the people they rep-
resent? 
Whether the gap between represent-
atives and the people they represent is 
wide or narrow depends upon the man-
ner in which a representative views 
his or her responsibility to his or her 
constituencv. Are there members of 
the Facultv· Caucus \vho have voted as 
a group on.a wide range of issues? I be-
lieve there is such a group. It is for this 
reason that _I a rue that.the majority 
vote on Professor Moore 's motion does 
not represent the will of the faculty. 
By the way. there is a step between 
a faculty-wide referendum and a vote 
about letters· 
The N~w Hampshire accepts all . responsible letters to the ' editor and· 
prints them as space allows, but cannot gu~ntee the inclusion of any 
letter. 
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a m~imum of 500 wor~ in 
order to be printed. All-letters are subje:t to m1~r editing Final clecisiOI) 
on letters are the editor's. · ~ 
Main letters to: The Editor, The New Hamp.-lhtrt>, Room 151, Memorial 
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 038Z4. · 
. . 
in the Faculty Caucus. It has been 
common at UNH to circulate the text 
of a motion to memMrs of a repre-
sentative body before they are asked 
to vote on it. Since the officers of the 
Faculty Caucus were not aware that 
Professor Moore would offer his pro-
posal, they could not have circulated it 
in advance. Nonetheless, they could 
have tabled_ the proposal and asked 
- members of the Caucus to consult with 
their constituencies. I am sorry that 
the members of the Caucus didn't a-
dopt such a procedure. 
Allen B. Linden 
Associate Professor of history 
Errors 
To the Editor: 
In our letter to the editor appearing 
in the Oct. 24 issue of The New 
Hampshire , there were -two 
typographical errors. 
1. The last sentence in the fourth 
paragraph should read: "Under the 
current governance structure, and m 
the absence of a faculty-wide referen-
dum, a majority vote of the Faculty 
Caucus has to be viewed as repre-
senting the position of the faculty." 
2. The last sentence of the letter 
should read: "It is important that we, 
as a faculty, try to define these 
problems as clearly as possible, deal 
with them in a spirit of mutual respect, 
and try to resolve them in such a way 
that the geniune concerns of all are 
taken into account.'' ' 
Members of the Faculty Council 






To The Editor: 
. I can ~ympathize with Mr. Sanborn's 
letter that appeared in the Oct. 24 
ed1t1on ot Th<' New HampshirP. but it 
should be said that all too often this 
University makes a decision that is 
met, after the fact, with hostility 
and/or confusion,by certain factions of 
the student community. Perhaps this 
is because students are generally mis-
informed, but I feel that it is because 
student input is usually minimal and 
when it does occur it is too late to re-
verse the decision. 
-It is indeed unfortm~ate that the 
timetable for the acceptance of the 
task force student governance pro-
posal has been, for all practical pur-
poses, abandoned. However, it does 
not matter that student concern mani-
fested itself when the deadline for such 
input had passed. The importance lies 
in the fact that students, after first 
remaining silent (their usual course of 
action) decideg. that they wanted to 
comment constructively on the task 
force orooosal. _ 
I commend the task force for tlieir 
effort and hard work over the past 
year, but I feel th(lt they eliminated too 
quickly two basic elements in their 
proposal: student representation and 
the fact that students are not, and do 
not have the time to be, professional 
administrators. Democratic govern-
ment is meant to serve as a vocal 
forum of public opinion, something 
that students definitely and 
desperately need. 
Becoming critical of a process at 
"the eleventh hour" is Indeed very 
easy but as the cliche goes, "b~tter 
late than never." I must be re-
membered that the task force proposal 
addresses the structure of a "student" 
government, and as such, the "studen-
ts" should be able to comment on and 
debate the issue. Also, the "Open 
Forum" process of reviewingihe task 
force proposal · was inadequate, 
especially in light of the very poor 
track record of the_method on this 
campus. 
To address your comment that 
"everything is always negotiable," I 
shall recall that the students had 
literally no recourse when the Univer-
sity Senate was abolished and re-
p1acea with the present Academic 
Senate. Are we W sacrifice student 
opinion to fulfill the arbitrary time-
table requirements of a now defunct 
task force? And why is student opinion 
never considered as a- negotiating 
power? 
The decision of Vice- President 
Stevens and Student Body President 
'Schroeder is.not, I hope, in the best in-
terest of the present Student Caucus, 
but rather, in the best interest of the 
overall student body. I personally be-
lieve tnat !l compromise between the 
present Student Governance structure 
and the task force proposal is in order. 
. The addition of a visual and vocal cen-
tral legislative body is essential to stu-
dent government, an organizatfon tliat 
presently maintains a ·piti(u!Iy low 
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profile. I fear that the task force pro-
posal would lead to an unresponsive 
government, one that would either 
gain administrative policy-making 
power and grow oblivious to general 
student opinion; or one that would not 
gain such power and would fade into 
impotent obscurity. 
In conclusion, at a time when stu-
dent apathy seems rampant, it is re-
assuring to see that student recognize 
a controversial issue and can con-
structively, albeit "late," criticize it 
and suggest change. 
Jim Donnelly 
Student V.P. for Academic Affaf-s 
Retirement 
To the Editor: 
I would like to clarify the AA UP 
position with regard to Professor 
Dewey and the new mandatory 
retir~ment law. On March 16, 1978, the 
UNH-AAUP Chapter passed a resolu-
tion which reads in part, "Be it re-
solved that the UNH Chapter of the 
AAUP urge(s) ... the UNH admini-
stration to undertake an immediate re-
view of faculty retirement policy with 
the purpose of eliminating any age dis-
crimination that may exist when the 
new law takes effect, and that while 
this review is being conducted that 
there by a moratorium on mandatory 
retirement for at least one year." 
In June at the national AAUP annual 
meeting in New Haven a resolution 
was passed which stated, "Be it re-
solved that the AAUP supports the 
principle of continued employment by 
their institutions of tenured 
professors, should they choose to go 
on, who would otherwise retire in the 
period between January 1, 1979, and 
June 30, 1982, before reaching age 
seventy; and . . . that this principle 




To the Editor: 
Area I Programming invites stu- -
dents in Area I to a Halloween Dance 
on Monday. October 30. The dance will 
be in the Strafford room in the MUB at 
8:30. 
Tickets are 50¢ and will be sold at the 
door. Rick Bean will provide the mu-
sic. There will be free refreshments. 
A prize of $50 will be awarded to the 
dorm that fares the best in the various 
contests that will be held, which in-
clude bobbing for apples, best, worst, 
and most original costumes, best 
carved pumpkin, and more. 
Businesses in downtown Durham 
are offering gift certificates as indi-
vidual prizes for the contest winners. 
See you there in your costume! 
Bill Gouger 
Chairman 
Area I Programming 
Mel-Practice 
To the Editor: 
The New~ Hampshire is -to be 
congratulated for making a front page 
issue of censorship in the UNH Book-
store--refusal to stock "Mel Practice." 
-""' (A political satire on the New Hamp-
shire scene, which is easy to do.) 
The 1'eriouimess ofthis matter can-
-not and must not be overlooked. This 
type of action violates the very heart 
of what a University is supposed to be 
all about. _ 
It is particularly objectionable that 
it should come from hired manage-
ment whose sole job is to provide a 
service in a strictly neutral manner. 
What other books has Mr. Stevens 
censored in the past or will he in the 
future? 
The Bookstore Manager owes the 
University community an apolqg:y and 
the administration owes the Univer-
sity a duty to promptly rectify this 
matter. 





To the Editor : 
We, the Women of Women for 
Higher Education, register the 
fo!!owing complaints against the Kari-
Van drivers and employees: 
The organization, Women for Higher 
Education, occupies one half of the old 
SCORE Building; the Kari-Van Of-
fices occupy the other half. Our oc-
cupation of this building has entailed 
the following abuses: 
-Buses are parked in such a way 
as to block doors and windows, maKmg 
our own building inaccesible to us. 
There are times when we literally 
3annot get out of or into our own door. 
-The bus drivers seem to make 
their life meaningful by attempting to 
come as close to the building as 
possible when parking. The corner of 
_our building and front door is now 
missing as a result of such behavior. 
-Several of our women have had to 
put up with various forms of verbal 
harassment such as "Hi. Sweatmeat," 
"microbuns" etc. This also includes 
various "unappealing propositions for 
dates, to "fix them up" etc. 
-Spee~g through the parking lot, 
leaving a cloud of dust through which 
our women, and. often their children 
and their pets, have considerable dif-
ficulty navigating and breathing. 
--Warming up the buses directly 
outs1ae our wmaows <which must be 
kept open due to excessive heat in the 
building), filling the room with 
exhaust. This must cease immediately 
as it represents a totally unacceptable 
health hazard. 
-Verbal harassment and bullying of 
any women who drive their car up to 
tbe front door tQ unload. 
-General 1nconsideration, e.g. 
hammering on the building during a 
meetin~ without asking if they might 
be disturbing someone. 
-Various loud male alwsions to 
physical prowess while the wome.n are 
studying, resting, talking, counseling 
etc. 
Our women have made innumerable 
attempts to register our complaints at 
the time of the above mentioned in-
cidents and have been met each time . 
with rude behavior which evidences a 
complete · 1ack of respect for us as 
people. This_ communication is_~ing 
sent to The New Hampshire, to the 
Kari-Van supervisor, and to the 
Women's Commission here on cam-
pus. If- satisfactory action is not a 
·result, we -shall pursue and per-· 
severe unt11 tliis situation is corrected: 
Barbara Dusek 
Regional Director 
Women for Higher Education 
cc:c:c:c:c:c:c:c:c:c:c:cc:c:c:c:c:cc:c = IKgal<'"'"''' 
A ~,\TIS i\ lt\BITl 1,\L OFFE:\'BEH'! 
A Accordin;.( to ~. H . law a Habitual Offender is anyone. resident or nor~ rc~ident. who 
A hils accumulated :l or mon' convictions either singularly or rn c_ombrnat1on of the 
" follo\\'ing offenses within a 5 year period . For purposes of this law 1f more than one of-
£ lense is committed within a 6 hour time period it shall be considered as only one offense 
" on tlw first occasion. 
A Three or more convictions in lhP follo\\'ing areas : -
R I. Manslaughter resulting from_thc operation of a mHlor vehicle. 
A 2. '.\legligent homicide resulting from the operation of a motor vehicle . 
~" :L Hecklt'ss operation. 4 Driving while intoxicated. A ;). Operating without a valid licens<'. 
" . Ii . Operating alkr revoeation or suspt'nsion . 
A 7 Using talsP statt'ments or pa\'ments of resident tax for procurring a license. 
" x l lsl' of falsP information for obtaining a licC'nse. 
A !I. ( 'oncl'ali11'"g th(' identit~· of a \'PhiclP. 
" 111 l'oss<·sion of a-motor vehi.clt• master kPy . 
.A, II. Fraudulent us<· of acPrtif1calPof title . 
" 12 . ('on\'idicm of an~· felony in which a motor vehicle is used . 
"'~ 1:1 lmprnpoPr condud after an accident. 
~~ H Opt'rating \\'ilhout financial rl'sponsibility . _ 
§,& '5. < lperating a motor \'ehicll' without owners consent. . . . 
" TwPlvc 1 12 1 or mon• convict ions singularly or in cominat ion of the toll ow mg ol f enses : 
A I Sp<•<•cti ng 
" 2. High\\'av marking violations 
A If vou arP convided as a llahitual Offender in N.11. you will not be opermittcd to 
" oper;1tc a motor \'t•hid<• in lht• stall'. If you an' convicted as a Habitual Offender and are _ 
A caught driving tlw offl'nsc· is punishable hy not less than I year nor more than !l years 
?.."t imprisonnwnt . . . Ab-: Aftt'r four vcars from the date of conviction as a Habitual Offender you may pcllt1on 
~" th<' eou~· t roi· rl'slorutic_rn of the .driving privik·-~ge . However. the court can put any n•stnct1ons on this pnv1lt•gt• thal 1t deems necessary Conviction of a Habitual OffendC'r is a very serious offense in N.11. The bC'st way lo 
£ avoid eom·idion is to makt• sun• that you do not accumulate a large amount of v.iolations 
~ in tht' above an•as within a a year pt•riod . If you arc charged as a Habitual OttC'ndC'r or 
" \\'ith anv other of the ahm·e violations you should consult a laywcr concerning ~·our 
~ 
rights.· -
If you ha\'l' any qut·~tions contad: 
. s·rum:NT LA WYEHS 
~ HOOM I:ll. MEMOHli\L UNION BUILDING <MUB) 
~ llli!l-1712 
A Additional detailt•d information on the above subjed and other consumer issues will 
"~ ht• available' during sc•<:ond semester when the Student Activities Memori.al Union 
Dl'partment will offc•r a weekl~· ConsumC'r I<:duc_ation Program. Sor_nc to~1.cs to be 
rnvercd will indude Hl'nting an Apartment: Banking: lll'alth: Advertrsmg: I he Law: 
A and Buving Automobiles and i\pplianccs. Look for future details later the semester. ' i . Sl'O'.\JSOHED BY TllE LEGAL SEHVJn:s COMMITTEE 
= 
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Saggin' wagon brings 'em arts& 
entertainment hooting !Ind ·hollering 
By Barbie Walsh 
"That wagon's caused me a lot 
of grief. Ten years ago my hus-
band had it dragged up on the hill; 
because he thought it looked good 
-I didn'tJ" said Mary Jane Tirrell, 
owner ot Wagon Hill Farm. 
Set up on a hill on Route 4 
in Dover the wagon is a pictur-
esque sight, but has also been a 
nuisance to Mrs. Tirrell. The 
wagon was purchased by Cy Tir-
rell in 1968 at an auction on the 
Roacla ...... ·n Farm in Madbury, ac · 
cording to Jesse Gang_,wer. owner 
of Roselawn Farms. The wagon 
was used for deliveries of various 
types in Boston. 
Gangwer's uncle was a doctor 
in Boston and collected old deliv-
liked to do things like that," said 
Mrs. Tirrell. The novelty of the 
wagon, according to Mrs. Tirrell, 
brings a lot of people who run 
up the hill "hooting and hollering. " 
"On· Homecoming weekend it 
was a moonlit night and a bunch 
of kids were raising hell up at the 
wagon." 
Looking out of her bedroom win-
_dow, Mrs. Tirrell saw a light on 
the wagon and thought it was on 
ttre ... 1 saw Hares over the wagon 
and thought, 'oh my goodness 
they're setting the wagon on fire.' " 
Mrs. Tirrell called the police, who 
discovered it was just students 
raising havoc. The light that Ml,'.s. 
Tirrell thought was a fire was 
lights from Pease Air Force 
" 'One night my brother and s'!me friends 
were cruising by the wagon and wanted 
. to turn it around to s~e if anyone would 
notice, but it was chained. 
A month later,, they went back with 
chain cutters and proceeded to .ride 
the wagon down the hill!' " 
ery ·wagons as a hobby. These 
wagons were stored in sheds at 
Roselawn Farm. Gangwer was 
forced to auction off the wagons 
when the storage sheds began to 
decay. 
"My husband died in 1975. He 
loved the farm and th~ wagon . . 
He put it up there be~use he 
Bas~ reflecting off the top of the 
wa~on. 
Theorn Terrill, Mary's son 
who also lives on Wagon Hill 
Farm, remembers when a group 
of students rode the wagon down 
the hill. "It was about four years 
ago; we found the wagon at the 
bottom of the hill one-morning,' ' 
said Terrill. 
"Th~ Big Fix" fizzles 
BY David Grutter His ex-wife's new boyfriend, 
·in his first appearance on the leader of a southern California 
silver screen since his Academy self-awareness cult. tells Wine 
Award-winning performance in that by "playing detective" he is 
"The Good-Bye Girl." Richard "still completing his childhood." 
Dreyfuss shows even more of the As the movie progresses. that 
versatility and pure talent that statement becomes more and 
made him last year's best actor. more credible. 
Unfortunately~ ·his movie. "The Wine seems like a young-man 
Big F'ix." doesn't fare as well. who can't do anything else. so he 
This time out. there's no superb decides to become a private 
Neil Simon screenplay. There's detective. To an extent. Wine's 
no Marsha Mason to be just good backgrounc;i supports this. A 
enough to complement Dreyfuss. revolutionary activist at Berke'-
There's nothing but Dreyfuss to ley in 1968. ·a law school drop-
keep this movie together. out. Wine is harassed through-
Dreyf uss plays Moses Wine. a out the film for lacking respon-
pri va te investigator. But. in sibility and detective skills. 
trying to create a gumshoe Among his· ex·wife. his '{)Ons. 
character who is more accessible and a re-kinOled love affair with a 
to the audience, who is more long-lost college flame. Lila Shea 
human. Dreyfuss takes out too <Susan Anspach). Wine is too 
much of the ·hardedge that is so busy trying to manage his per-
necessary for a convincing sonal life to solve a mvsterv . 
Whoduriit. The mvsterv involves a former 
Wine is separated from his wife college a·ctivist. a Timothy Leary 
<Bonnie Bedaglia l, and on his look-alike turned bourgeois ad-
p.i. 's income. he has trouble vertising executive. who is 
making child support payments allegedl.Y planning a terrorist 
for his two small sons. He drives bombing of the Los Angeles 
an old Volkswagen. He sharpens freeway. The bombing will be 
his detective skills by playing made to look like a plot by friends 
"Clue"--qlooe .. -.· ~ .. ~ ~f_P.PO!iUciag named Haw!hom. 
A student who wishes to remain 
anonymous also recalls the inci-
dent. 
"One night my brother and some 
friends of his were cruising by the 
wagon and wanted to turn it 
around to see if anyone would 
notice, but it was chained. A month 
later they went back with cfiain-
cutters and proceeded to ride the 
wagon down the hill! " 
The wagon not only has taken a 
few rides in its day, but also has been 
used as a bedchamber. "One 
morning I went up by the wagon 
and saw two bikes there. I won-
dered what they were doing_ there;, 
when I looked in the wagon I found 
two kids asleep, " said Theorn. 
The wagon has endured much 
in the past ten years, and it is 
beginning to show. ''The boards 
in the bottom of the wagon are 
broken, and the back wheel is 
rotting away. My husband used to 
care for it and oil it every year," . 
said Mrs. Tirrell. 
"The wagon's getting beat al-
though I spray it with preserva-
tive every year,'' said Theorn. 
Last year the wagon was 
spruced up for the Yuletide season. 
"For Christmas I. sprayed the 
wagon with flourescent paint, so 
it lit up at night," said Theorn. 
The Terrills don't mind people 
taking pictures of. the wagon or 
admiring it, but would prefer it 
if they would come up to the 
house and ask first. "Thousands 
of people have taken pictures, I 
. don't see harm in that, but it 
would be a nice gesture if they'd 
ask first,'' said Mrs. Terrill. 
"999 out of 1000 aren't going 
up to the wagon to harm it, and 
a heck of a lot of kids do come 
uo and ask first hPforP thPy go 
look at it,'' said Theorn. 
"The majority do enjoy it~ it's 
a beautiful landmark,'' said Mrs. 
Terrill, "the wagon will stand on 
the hill till it falls down." 
'the wagon sits atop a hill on Wagon Hill Farm, on Route 4 in Dover. It's caused a lot of grief to 
owner Mary Jane Tirrell, but it will "stand on the hill till it falls down." <Barbie Walsh photo) 
who is running for governor. 
On the trail to discovering that 
the college activist is being 
framed, Wine falls back in love 
with Lila, who now works for the 
politician and who got Wine the 
job. 
In an excellent scene which 
relieves the audience from the 
disjointedness,of the plot thus far, 
Dreyfuss comes up with a few 
moments of brilliant drama after 
finding Lila brutally murdered. 
Of course Wine wants to quit the 
case now, bot carries on in hope 
of avenging Lila's. death. The 
focus becomes clearer now, on 
Moses Wrne the detective, in-
stead of Moses Wine the likeable 
but irresponsible "industrial in-
vestigator." . 
Wine turns out to be a decent 
detective. He's alert enough to 
recognize a face he's seen only 
once before. which turns out to be 
case-breaking observation. He 
has a tough moment or two: 
when he calls the police depart-
m~QJ to check out a license plate 
number. the cop on the phone 
asks. "How soon do ya need it?" 
Wine replies. ':Ten minutes 
ago!" 
But the movie can't be saved; it 
falls to the depths of triteness. 
Shootouts. car chases and a sub-
plot involving gruff-voiced FBI 
agents and Wine's history of in-
volvement with the SDS. take up 
time and film and provide Wine 
with invaluable clues. but only 
add to the movie ·s long list of in-
congruities. 
All those ingredients are essen-
tial to the good detective story. 
But. since it's never clear 
whether it's more important that 
Dreyfuss solve the mystery or 
finally outgrow his irrationality. 
"The Big Fix" doesn't really 
.qualify a~ a Whodunit.. . . . ... 
Just like a lark 
By Barbara Malone 
Nicollete Larson's debut solo 
album is just out and really is like 
an invigorating breath of fresh 
air from those oftime stale North 
Hollywood studios. 
Her soulful feline voice works 
exceedingly well belting out an 
uptempo version of Neil Young's 
sonorous "Lotta Love", a song 
from his new album ''Comes a 
Time," on which Larson sang 
supporting vocals. Her voice len-
ds a new flavor to the song but 
never acts to obscure the 
meaning of such lines as "You 
know I need relating not 
solitude." 
Her version of Jessie Win-
chester's "Rhumba" also depar-
ts from the composer's rendition, 
but again this is a plus not a 
minus. Bill Payn~ and Paul 
Barrere add Little Feat's licks 
but 
1
fortunately don't weigh Lar-
son down. 
Her voice is such that it cori-
trols the arrangements, not vice 
versa, quite a feat on a premier · 
album. 
Same 
"You Send Me" proves to be an 
interesting vehicle for a softer 
side of Larson's seemingly 
unlimited vocal prowess, for-
tunately she never succumbs to 
any saccharine vocal hooks or 
gestures. 
- Though one wishes that these 
L.A. artists would work with 
some unkno'Wns, the likes of Linda 
Rondstadt, Herb Pederson, Vic-
tor Feldman, and Doobie Brother 
Michael MacDonald really don't 
lessen the album's effectiveness 
as was the case on Valerie "I 
Always Cook With Honey" Car-
ter's debut album. 
One song, ''Angels Rejoiced,'' 
an Ira and Charlie Lourin com-
position is a bit mincing and 
should have been excluded. It is a 
typical C. and W. ditty replete 
with images of Daddy and Satan 
and Sunday. It's an obligatory 
gesture that diminishes the rest 
of the album's sincerity. Larson, 
whose phrasing and intonation 
certainly can handle any old C. 
and W. number quite well, is bet-
te.r showcased on powerful boogie 
I , 
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Old Durham Parsonage gets framed and printed 
· By Lauren Dill 
The Parsonage Gallery in 
Durham is the best-kept secret in 
town. Durham locals know the 
place well, but newcomers pass 
right by the unobtrusive white 
house located just before the dam 
on route 108 towards, Newmarket 
Originally the old parsonage tc 
the Durham Congregationa 
Church, the Jenkins family bough~ 
the building (circa 1660 or 1670) 
and, in H175, Jay and Mary Jenkins 
opened the gallery. 
Their primary business is custom 
framing, and, in addition they sell 
original art, high quality repro-
ductions, graphics, cards, posters 
and provide exhibit space for na-
tive artists. They also own and 
operate the Water St. Gallery in 
Exeter. 
Jay Jenkins received his mas-
ter's degree at the University of 
Vermont. He says, "When I was 
at UVM, I was interested in the 
romantic poets, especially Blake, 
but I probably spent as much time 
in the art department as the Eng-
lish department. I started framing 
on my own; I even hung out 
a shingle when I was so horren-
dous at framing, I didn't even 
know you had to use glass (to 
frame.)" 
He continues, "I spent a week, 
day in and day out, with an old 
friend of ours; he gave me the 
rudimentary beginnings for 
framing. In 1975, Mary and I de-
cided to open the gallery. It was 
scary." 
She has a dandy eye, an artist's 
touch for color.'' 
.Inside the old parsonage, the 
Jenkins have decorated tastefully 
enough to pacify everyone from 
a picky artist to a historical gray-
beard. The interior is soft and 
simple with easy, nongallery 
lighting and tan rugs. It is a horney 
place, full of grandfather clocks, 
trunks and plump sofas. 
Nancy Jenkins says, "People 
are afraid of the words 'art gal-
lery.' They find 'art' and 'gallery' 
intimidating and think that you 
have to be dressed to the nines 
. -~~ "'l ~ 
. to come in. Well this is baloney." 
The Jenkins' love of people is 
obvious: they even have lollipops 
on a table. They are well-loved 
by their faithful patrons, and are 
known affectionately as "art ad-
. visors." Their UPS man even 
came in once to buy a mirror. 
Jay Jenkins adds, "We're 
lucky. We don't have the touristy 
'Ice cream crowd' like Ceres 
Street does in Portsmouth. We 
have established a groove, a nice 
rapport here in Durham." 
Nancy states, "When you're 
_pinning ~P a poster, it's okay to 
use tacks, but when you're furn--
ishing a .house, it doesn't pay to 
fool around. Other framers don't 
seem to give a fig, but Jay and 
Mary care about the piece." 
Jay concedes, "Yes, we take 
framing seriously. I've been hor-
rified at some of the framing 
done. We've found masking tape 
thrown against delicate antique 
prints." . 
Nancy Jenkins says, "It isn't 
the frame that's expensive; it's 
misusing a piece of art that costs 
a fortune. Finding the right frame 
. is almost as hard as finding . a 
husba.nd or wife. But when it 
happens, you can see a kind of 
love affair happening." 
The Parsonage Gallery has ex-
hibits which last a month. They 
have featured such artistS as 
Sigmund Abeles, John Hatch, SOn-
Mey Hadwin and Jane .O'Connell. 
In December, they are going to 
feature Kathy Cantin, one of the 
· finest graphic artists to graduate 
fromUNH. 
Nancy says, "We fill a gap which 
. other galleries couldn't possibly 
cover: we feature fine artists, but 
we also give space to the working 
painter. We have none of the 'Big 
Deal Lucille' of the Boston art 
galleries." 
The new exhibit at the Parson-
age Gallery features the soft 
tr!;lpunto h!;lnging.ti: !;and W!;lter-
colors of Betty Briden-Wills and 
the pottery of Mark Heimann. 
Nancy says of Wills' work, ''Betty 
is well thought of here on campus. 
Her stuff is unique." 
Nancy maintains that Heimann, 
her nephew, has an especially 
rough time, because "pottery 
hasn't broken the barriers yet." 
She continues, "Mark was 
working under the art history 
umbrella when he first started 
studying pottery. He had a one 
man show for his thesis at Prince-
ton, a first of its kind anywhere. 
And he's down there in his little 
tin shed (in Sanibel, Florida) 
creating." 
She states, "Art is a dicey 
operation. Sometimes you ·have 
to sell your brushes." • Nancy .Jenkin~, Jay's mother 
and shopkeeper at the Gallery 
says, "Mary's thrust was stitchery 
(quilting), but as their business 
proved to be viable, she gave up 
the needle and took up the mat. 
Ti'1e Parsonage Gallery in Durham doubles as a framing shop and also sells original ar.t, 
graphics, cards and posters. (Dave LaBianca photo) 
Jay Jenkins agrees. He stcites 
that the Parsonage Gallery guar-
antees all its framing, but he 
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Bessie make it to Isaac Dow tonight'? Hope 
so 'cuz I'm psyched and I love you! May 
we have a hundred more! Love, ttie ~irl you 
dumped beer on two years ago. Grrr. 10/27 
RONNIE-PERSON: ·To the hunkiest English 
Prof on campus, Happy Birthday! !This is 
the last chance you'll have to say you're 29 
and mean it, so live it up!! !Love ya, your 
S.l.L., Cyn. 10/27 
RICK BATES IS AND ALWAYS HAS BEEN 
a better foosball player than myself, respect-
fully submitted, Tony Scarlotto.10/27 
KRISTIN, JIM, LINDA, TIM , STUBBS. 
Thank you for making my birthday a mem-
orable one. Let 's mal<e it a monttily affair. 
You're all the greatest. Doug. P .S. Linda , 
you owe Stubbs a belated Birthday Kiss. 
10/27 
HEY RALPH-RALPH. I'm starvin' and 
I'd invite you out for some poptarts and 
frosting, but I'd never be able fo pull you 
away from all your girlfriends . Hollo.10/27 
To 6th Floor Stoke, the super Phi Mu 
women, and all my other terrific friends: 
fhe west coast has the sunshine ... ! wish you 
all were here with me at Chico, enjoying 
the many experiences gained from gomg on 
exchange programs. Hope you all are having 
a great semester. Hang in there. Love 
Marie. 10/27 
BGS-GET PSYCHED FOR THIS WEEK-
ond and an oxooJJont D day. I know one 
Polar Bear who has complete faith and 
confidence in you-remember that. LBM 
10/27 . 
TO AMES, DUSTY, NOT-SO-FAT MATT, 
ANJJ BEANO-Have a super HAPPY BIRTH-
DAY! Love, Wendy.10/27 
DAVE, DOUG, AND THE MAD GREEK ... 
What a weekend! Driving down "bumpy 
roads ... munching out on ilonuts ... skipping 
stones <oops ) .. .Jost in the woods('? ).When's 
our next outing? " We love you just the way 
you are" cuz you show us everything ... 
l ,P,S,&E.10/27 
lRE . ~- · 
M~INN TRAFFIC CIRCLE . , DEBBIE, HAPPY BIRTHDAY! You are ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - PER~ECT ! T~be~!Lov~fue~~t.10n1 
~classified ads-
cars fbr sale 
1973 SUPER BEETLE V.W. Sunroof, AM-
FM, radials, dependable excellent con-
dition,$1600. Nick 436-1851 after 6 p.m . 11/3 
FOR SALE: 1972 Vega hatchback, 60,000 
miles, mechanically excellent, some rust! 
dependablek great gas mileage. $650. Cal 
862-1302. As for P .K. 10' /31 
FOR SALE: '73 Honda CL-350. 6,000 pam-
pered miles . Showroom ap~arance and 
condition. Sissy bar with backrest+.. safety 
bar. $550. Call after 10 p.m. 862-3223. ratric~ . 
10/27 
1972 MGB, 33 456 mi. Michelin radials, new 
exhaust, exceilent condition, no rust, spoke 
wheels. Convert. $2400 neg. make offer. 
CaJI anytime weekdays. Mike Healey 659-
6313. 10/31 
1973 FIAT SPIDER CONV. no rust! Looks 
and runs great. Must sell, but don't want tlT. 
AM-FM hidden cassette included. Michelin 
~~'.~~/3lop excellent. Call Brad after 5. 772-
1976 BMW, 750blow mileage, windjammer, 
large Krauser ags ·backrest, engme guar-
ds, 4-way flashers , titted cover, spare tube, 
new battery, steering damper, classy, $2995 
431-7366 before 5. 11/7 · 
BMW 2002 '68 manual trans ., new radials, 
sun roof, AM-FM cassette stereo, rack/ Ex-
cellent condition, must sell! offer. Call : Sue 
868-9837 /or campus 2-1673 keep trying . 11/10 
FOR SALE 1970 Dodge Dart, 2 door, 225 6 
cyl. eng., auto. trans., 20 mpg. adv., 4 new 
tires . $650 or best offer. Call 862-2713 days, 
207-985-7406 evenings and weekends. Ask for 
Betsy. 10/ 31 
!!173 DUSTER 2 Dr. Coupe 225 6 cyl. engine 
auto trans Power :::i1eenflg liOO<l con01t1on. 
$1200.00 Call 692-2522 Eves. 11/17 
FORD PINTO 1972 - Green sedan new tires 
brakes , shocks, asking $550 Cal\ Diana at 
659-6374. 10/27 
1970 MGB-GT Very nice condition. Im-
maculate interior, clean body . AM-FM 
Radio. Sound Engine. 80,000 miles. $2100.00 
or B.O. - Call Jamie Room 207 2-1197, 868-
98.5411/3 
'74 Mustang II 24,000 mi. 4 cyl. auto. one 
owner, like new in and out radials plus 
snows, no rust, $2300 or best offer, call John, 
868-9620 evenings. 10/27 
6 cvl. Nova Sta. W2n; No Rust Many New 
Parts. ~lowing Oil but runs great. $300 or 
B.0. David 5-9 P.M. 868-2854 10127 
track and 2 or 4. speakers available. Very 
good condition. Best Offer. Call Karsten 
6etween 4-6. 868-5716.10/31 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING at its best by 
University Secretarial Associate . 
Theses/resumes our specialty. IBM Correc-
ting Seletric, choice of style/ pitch. Competi-
tive rate for superior work. Call Diana 742-
4858. 12/15 
FOR SALE: OPTIMUS-light grn . SJ>eaker 
145, 10-gal aquarium brand new-$40, Polar-
oid instamabc camera-$25. Call Laura 679- ----------------
8197·10131 'TYPING; .65 (>er ~age. For "service with a 
SHOW YOUR SCHOOL SPIRIT!! Bux your smile" call Vicki a 2-2170, or 868-9857 · 11/14 
"Class Shirt" today . Available in 79 '80, . 
'81 and '82. Sizes small-X-Jarge at The Cat's Pr:ofessional '.fYPING ~tits best by· Univer-
Closet. MUB.11/3 s1ty Se_(!£etar~I Assoc1at_es , 'J'.heses/resu~~ 
our specialty. IBM""" Correcting Selectnc, 
-8--T_R_A_C_K_P_L_A,....Y-=E=R,...,/=R'""E::-:C:::-:0:::-:R:::-D=E;-;;R;-w-;-;it~h-s=-=e~p- choic~ of style/pitch .. Competitive rates for 
arate Dolby noise reduction unit. $75.00 superior work. Call Diana. 742-4858. 10/27 
Call Dave, Room 1. 2-1630.10/27 
for rent Do you take VITAMINS? Then why not take the BEST? NATURAL west coast Famous . 
SHAKLEE vitamins ARE the best! De- -------"------,,.------
veloped in a SP,CCial way by the man who - Apartment for 2, heated with hot water 
made fue 1st vitamins for human consump- stove, refrigerator, footsteps from A&P and 
tion--Dr. Shaklee. Call Roy. 659-2140.10/27 library. For M nonsmokers without pets. 
$218/mo. Call Leo 742-4134. 10/31 
STEREO FOR SALE. $250. electrrhonic, 
three-soeed, 8 track. tape player. an . recor- Apt. for rent-late opening, 3 Bdrm. Route 4 
der. Turn table with AM-FM radio. Two Northwood (13 miles out), $250/mo. incl. 
speakers included. Call 749-4214 after 12· heat. Prefer faculty/grad . or mature u.g. 
10/27 Call 942-7672. 10/27 
GUITARS--almost new Howard Roberts 
hollow-body Jazz guitar. diMarzio PAF in-
stalled. Looks new , sounds great. $225. with 
. good hard-shell case . Also a C1mar 
folk, $75 with case. Call Brad after 5, 
772-5267.10/31 
Apartment for 2, heated with hot water, 
Winter Rental - Kittery Point. Spacious, 
cheerful apartment in large attractive coun-
try home on fue water on 100 acres. Fur-
nished, pets acceptable. Idyllic setting. Easy 
drive to UNH. $175 plus utilities . 1-207-439-
0780. 10/ 31 
Available immediately. Furnished room for 
rent in Durham in a one-family house 
FOR SALE: PAIR OF DEXTER LADl~S located 5 minutes from ca~us. $negotiable 
dress boots all leather, dk . brown, size · h f h .ld 11868 7465 ft 9-91/2, excelfent condition, worn 2-3 tii:nes , m exc ange or c 1 care. a - a er 
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. Save money on 
yot'.J OIL bill fuis winter by burning wood. 
New Hampshire Cordwood, 964-9269 m Rye. 
11/7 
only $25, contact Leslie at 868-7080 anytime. 5:3o. l0/31 
10127 -8--R-oo_m_H_o-us_e_fo_r_r_e_n-t,-4-o_r_5_bed __ r_oo_m_s,-2 
SELMER TENOR SAX for sale in excel- full baths. barn. newlv renovated. security 
lent condition. Included combination case.] deposit and reference, no pets, $320/monthi 
Selmer silver mouthpiece and combination pms ut11Jt1es. 1-942-7640. 11/7 
stand. Call Bruce in Room 310 at 2-1636 
or 868-9715.11/7 For rent 4 room hou_seJ entirely renovated, 
---------===-=-=---=~:-=-;;;--;--;-- excellent neighborhooa, no ~ts, security 
BRAND NEW 19" ZENITH COLOR T.V. deposit and references, well insulated. 
Perfect working order . Retail value is $250/month plus utilities. Call 1-942-7640. 
$429.00 and I am selling it for $375.00. Call 10/24 
Pam at 742-6464.10/27 
wanted STEREO:Nikko 2025 receiver, B.l.C. 940 turntable KLH 102 speakers. Must sell, $450 
or best offer. Call 868-2548 eve.11/7 ----------------
----,--,,,,.---=-=::-::--,::-::-::::-----=;--=:=- Tutor wanted-Operations management 
FOR SALE: 35 MM SLR camera, 200 mi:n · flexible hours and Rate negotiable. Please 
lens, 35 mm Jens 2x extender~ electronic call 742-4241. Call between 5:30-6:30 p.m. or 
flash, closeup rings, etc. Call Marc at 431- after 11 p.m. Ask for Jeff 11/3 
1622.11/10 
GOALIE EQUIPMENT <ICE HOCKEY> for ~ATU~E COYf~E looking for apartme~t 
sale Pads ~love Cleft) stickhand <right) 1mmed1a~e v1c1mty, 1. l?edroom, full kit · ' ' k M t 11 c jj' ~hen private oath hvmg room -sem1-chest protec or, cage mas · us se · a - furnished. Rent negotiable. Rich or Pam af-
Marc at 431-1622.11!10 ter 5. 742-8685. 
NEEDED: A TYPIST/EDITOR to finalize 
manuscript. Must have knowledge of fiction, 
non-fiction writing . Salary compensatory to 
ex~rience. Sencf copy of previous work . 
Send to : P.O. Box 1414, Portsmoufu, N.H. 
1117 
BARTENDER OR BARMAID WANTED, 
OLD FARM PUB, 34 Locust St. , Dover, n.h. 
Apply in person 6pm-7pm. Open evenings 6 
pm-1am.10/31 
EARN MONEY AS OUR STEREO REPRE-
SENTATIVE. Lowest prices on many bran-
ds including Kenwood for wholesale 
catalog, send $5, fully refundable on first or-
der. Audio Haven, RD2, Box 150, Glenmont 
NH 12077. 10/31 
PART-TIME CHILDCARE WORKER 
supervise recreation and vocational ac-
tivities . Will accept regular and work-study 
applicants . Flexible hours can be arranged. 
Salary to be arranged. Call Bubbling Brook 
School, Deerfield, NH 436-8316. CsChool is 
only 20 minutes from campus.) 10/31 
PART-TIME HELP .WANTED: Tel~hone 
solicitation, -serious inquiries only. Please 
call Greg or Jim at 659-5862 or 431-8353 
anytime. 10/31 
Upward Bound still needs a couple'of subject 
area tutors for local high school students . 
Minimum 6/hrs / wk . with much more 
possible. Jr. or So. preferred. Must have 
work study. Contact D;m Cassidy 862-1563. 
10/31 
Dominos Pizza is looking for part-time deli-
very people, 2-3 nights a week. Pay is 
$2.90/lir plus tips .- Hours are 4 pm -1 am. 
Call 431-_7881after4 pm for appointment. 11/7 
NEED SOMEONE who sells Tupperware 
to order me a special item. Call Sandra 
evenings at 942-7618.10/27 
personals 
AREA I: Get into your costumes and come 
to the Area I Halloween Dance Monday 
night, October 30 at 8:30 in the Straffora 
Room. Rick Bean is fue D.J.10/27 
Have a legitimate, gripe about UNH 
academics'? Have a say in increasing the 
education quality of UNH. Join the 
academic awareness committee of student 
govt. Will deal with problems of evaluations, 
frosh En~ish, grade inflatiof!~ cheating, etc. 
See Jim l>onnelly in the MuB 129 or Call 
862-14!M. Open toall.11/3 
1974 Ford Courier Truck, automatic, cap, no 'FREE . KITTE1-. :.._ white and spotted !>Jack 
rust, 28 MPG, Asking $1700.00. Call 942-8851. tiger female kitten needs a good home. For 
10/31 more information, Call Nancy at 659-2363. 
10/31 
ROOMMATE WANTED - to share two-
bedroom apartment in Portsmouth. 15 
.minutes from Durham and servicel:i bv the_ 
Karivan. $100(mon!h i_n~ludc~. t!vecything.A 
real bargain. Call Pliilip before 10:00 AM. 
-~-402110/31 . . 
WANTED: WILD AND CRAZY PEOPLE 
from Area I. See Rick Bean at the Hallo-
ween Dance in the Strafford Room on Mon-
day, Oct. 30.10/27 
TO THE GIRL<s> I risked my life getting 
a '78 UNH Oktoberfest mug for 10/14, how 
about calling 659-3274 to arrange rendez-
vous. Sound like a fair deal? "Steve Brad-
ley".10/27 
1974 Hornet Hatchback Really Perfect Con-
dition. Must sell soon. 6 cylinder manual 
transmission. No rust at all. Economical 
transportation 1800 or Best Offer 868-2365 or 
868-9185. 10/31 . 
se:rvices 
SOFT OR HARD CONTACT LENS fitting at 
a reasonable fee structure. For more infor-
~-'!_tio~.:.. Call Dr. Edward Godnig. Op- -
· 1971 FORP PINTO. standard Shift. 70 W> mi. lometrJSl at 431,:..WSS: 1113" 
good condition. Miniinal Rust. $575.00 or 
BEST OFFER. Call 868-2227. 10/24 TYPING-Letters, resumes, reports, theses, 
dissertations. 20 years experience. Call 749-
2692. 11/7 lii.UC:I!\ T SPoRT tj)UPE. Fine conditm. liii-
maculate interior, S:spee(!. ·nual. Stere0 AM-
FM, needs engine work, excellent buy, · Runners! Join Tom Dowling's Club Durham 
$600.00 Call 2-1197 or 868-9854. Ask for Jamie, Saturday morning runs. Every Saturday 
lt~~-207.10/31 . starting Oct. 21st at UNH track 8:00 a.m. 
for sale 
UNH ROYAL BLUE GRADUATION CAP 
& GOWN. Size: Women's 5 ft. 18.00. Call 
J udy, days 862-2126.10/27 
STEREO: Electrophonic solid state 4 
.;:hannel sound system: Rect iver with 8-
Rl!ns from 3-20 mil~..:: 
1be 1784 Shop Rt. 4 Northwood Ridge. Old 
Books & Prints. Wed. - Sun : 10-4 Tel 942-8583. 
11/14 
Have a car problem? Bring it to us. We are 
two qualified mechanics wlio do inexpensive, 
but top quality work. Our prices and services 
cannot be beat! Paul 639-2-2382 or 868-9730 
11/14 
WANTED: 1or2 bedroom furnished apt. for MUB PUB CLUB annual Halloween Party. 
responsible couple. Preferably betw~en · Trophies, albums and other prizes. Every-
Portsmouth & Durham. Please write : one in costume gets a trick or treat. Sunday 
Denise Ranfos~ 52 Myrtle St. Apt.8,Manche- night Oct. 29, 8 p.m. Bring a note from your 
, ster, N.H. 0310.:11113' mummy.10/27 
lost and found· 
TO THE GIRL who photographed the little 
boy frolicking in the leaves behind Paul Arts 
Ceriter : I'd like to buy prints from you. 
John Simon, MlOl KingsbUry Hall, 862-2323. 
HELP. I lost a BROWN LEATHER i;>URSE 11/3 
in Hennessey Theater, PCAC on Fn. 10/13 =~,,...,..,.----..,,..,=---:--:--.,---,--.,.,...,..-:-:­
Although wallet is in it ~ere may be no iden- THERE YOU SIT and try to pi~i. thinking 
tification. If you found it, call Katy <Hetzel of the _ girl that gave vou this. when vou 
323) 868 ___ -9833, 2-1614. 10/27 se..? h~ when you're well, ~ou'll catch it 
·again,- Sure· as-liell! Drunkm' B-Day,ln 
LOST: Jean Jacket, noon Sat. Oct 21st I0/27 . . 
around Philbrook/Christenson area. Please -M-.-B-. _Y_o_u_a_r_e-th_e_b-es_t_. Y~o-ur~ir_o_n_w~a_s_m_u-ch 
call Cathy 659-5578. 10/31 too ·not to take from fue fire . This November 
help wanted 
w11l be. so·mething tosmile about. I love y()u-:-
Patti. 10/27 
DEAR VAGELIS <MAD. GREEK!) Thanks 
so much for ih_e _even_ing in ~oston._ It was 
HEY SUPERMAN! Thanks for an excellent 
weekend! The higher John H. was better 
but no more worries about balloons, huh? 
Hate perrier, but love wine, ice cream & 
subways .. . and especially love you. Begin 
Year 2 .. . Lois Lane.10/27 
Congratulations 2C of Christensen on your · 
soccer game this week - you guys are great-
10/27 
K.M. I guess you can talk yourself into 
believing any story for $100. We hear you're 
quite an actress on the stand, Hollywood's 
waiting for you. Touching, isn't it'?l0/27 
HI JUDY: I had .a super time with you 
in Boston wining,. di.ni1_:1g, & dancing the 
mgnt awav. Our disco moves can oniy get 
better. Thanks again. G.0 .C. in Dover. 10/27 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY PUNKIN' What an 
unforgetable, wild, wonderful year this has 
been and I'm psyched for many more to 
come. You're tfie greatest!! !Thanks for all 
the fantastic times and memories! Concerts, 
mountains1 the lake, Florida, hide away, 
nibblin' ~.~1ckest tons, etc. Get ready to cele-
brate! want to carve out my pumpkin'? 
123 ... infinity. Bunzl0/27 __ _ 
ANNE FANNE, LOU, AND K.K. Good thing 
I didn' t wear that sign last week. Can you 
imagine how much worse it could've been'?! 
Ni~litmares much? Anne "STOP THE CAR 
.. . , Jjterallv .. ~QW that _y~u mei.:iti~n i_t,_ . 
a wine toast m a meadow wouldri 'tbe 
bad: .. LOve vou.k.t.10/27 . · 
KATHY: Hope you had a great birthday. 
We'll celebrate soon. Love Anne.10/27 · 
PUNKIN-Do you remember the date 
10/28/77'? You bet I do. There have been so 
many good times and memories since t}Mlfl . 
Toni®1s festivities should be no exception. 
The luture can't help but be tons more of 
the same. Happy Anniversary. Love ya , 
D.K.10/27 
PAMELl-on your 21st : Shrimp Bisoue<Shhl 
followed · by baked, stuff SP AM !1 <But I 
don't like SP AM! ) Where were you 'til 
3:00 in the morning-mountain climbing, I 
suppose'? Somehow moped .. .I believe it! 
May the bleue minkey follow you every-
where, even if you do have iron burns wicked 
on the left side t ! HAPPY BIRTHDAY PIZZ-
MIEDERRSCHITZ ! Love. vour Roorriie 
CPTLU om - . -
DEAR GOD: I know we have our diff-
erences. How about a talk in the closet? 
Claire.10/27 
EDDIE R.A. ON THE 9th : Words can't 
express how you make us feel. Forever 
iours, Agnes, Bertha, Cora, Doris, Ethel, 
. lora. Hifda, Gert.. .... 10/27 . 
To Ness, Cindy and Amy - HAPPY BIRTH-
DAY. From 6tf) flOQr StoJc~ - . __ 
To the sisters of Alpha Chi Ome8a we . 
" hayed" a ~reat time Wednesday mght at 
the raid . ' Adair" you to start another . 
hay fight. T & C reports a good supply 
of ARM <Allergy Relief Medicine> for those 
of you who are still sneezing and wheezing· 
from Wednesday Night Hay Fever. Breakfasl 
raids are great, but not too early please 
but what they hay. Thanks for a great 
. time. The Men of Sigma Beta. 
FREE KITTEN - white and spotted black . 
tiger female kitten needs a gooa home. For 
~~~r information, Call Nancy at 659-2363. 
Q~ar BU§hy Eyebrows-=-1>1~~e ·rri~~ t~e-sex. 
"kitten at 2: 30 atlhe Field House tenms courts 
today . Come dressed as Siegfried. · -tile' 
Konig auf dem Disco. ' 
Dear Mark Weinstein-this P.ersonal is 
dedicated to you-you beauliful Dover 
commuter senior who used to live in Hetzel 
you! Loye and . kisses!!! -A UN~ 
Cheer.leader. . 
Lauri Holloran-what happened to our photo· 
session. I was ready bu{ you were nowhere 
to be found. HuJ!h doesn't like that. I'll call 
for a new apPOinlment. See you soon. _ 
.Prissyface-Thought four >;ears ex~rience 
would make you a "1>ro' '? What s this I ; 
hear about lessons'? Don't do that there 
·are plenty a willing tutors around! Have a 
Happy Birthday, how's it feel to be LEGAL'? 
Arrevoir-Tracey in 301. 10/27 
Was bored so I figured I'd writ~ you one. 
Calling J. T. -in the near future? 10/27 
. Dave: Happy_ Birthday, get psyched for to-
night. Love, three friends from McLaughlin. 
-10/27 
Kevin : Hone vou had a happy birthcfav ves-
terday. Don't worry, I'll make her run ~ll{ 
·weese cake Oft. lU/27 
LIZARD, PINK PANTHER, HIPPO & LION 




continued from page 1 
safety problem. "With pedestrians 
walking around the trucks selling 
things, and people scooting out 
between the cars, we had a real 
probl~m." 
"It's not a new issue," Durham 
Selectman Lawrence O'Connell 
said. "I remember a meeting three 
or four years ago where this 
same thing came up. Over a period 
of time there has been substantial 
concern voiced by the Durham 
business community, by police, 
and by citizens," he said. 
Violators of the proposed ordi-
nance would be fined $25 for each 
offense. 
Jesse Gangwer, the owner of 
Town and Campus, would not 
comment on the tssue ... l have 
enough troubles with my own 
business to worry about somebody 
else's," he said. 
Andy Cochran, who sells pottery 
from "Andy's Pottery" truck on 
Main Street, said half his business 
comes from his Main-Street ped-
dling. 
"This (ordinance) will definitely 
hurt my business,'' said Cochran, 
a UNH sophomore. "In between 
classes I sell my pottery--it's not 
a full time job, but it helps me pay 
my tuition." 
Cochran has been peddling 
for about three years in Durham, 
and said another peddler, who sells 
wooden tables, has been distrib-
uting his goods on Main Street 
for five years. "And I know 'Jim' 
has been selling plants here for 
about a year," ·Cochran said. 
O'Connell" said the ordinance 
would not apply to Karl's ham-
burger truck in the Quad, because 
it is oi:i University grounds. 
16031 l>'\9-"'>?l 
, Friday -Saturday 
Joe Val & 













Sixth St. Dover 
Since 1895 




Civil Liberty-Economic Freedom 
LIBERTARIAN PARTY of New Hampshire 
( 603) 883-2762 
Signed: 
Diana Pinard, Fiscal A ent 
Featuring for the Fall season 
soft brush cotton flannel shirts 
and big tops. 
For terrific warm-up$, 
we have assorted high fashion 
sweaters and cowl necks. 




Woolrich Hollofil Parkas 
Dacron Hollofil polyester fiberfill is the logical filling for 
use in functional clothing. Its hollow fibers make it an 
excellent insulator, giving more warmth per unit weight. 
It minimizes loss of body heat ... sustains warmth. 
Mens Sizes-S, M, L, XL. Available in navy. $61.50 
Womens Sizes-S, M~ L. Available. in. green~·~rust, medi'urti;-'.J 
blue. $55.00 · 
HORSEFRIES 
OVER 35 TONS SERVED 
Sustenance, Merrim.ent and Cheer at 
On The Upper Square, Dover • 7 49-0483 
& In The Center of North Conway Village • 356-2687 
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Shoe 
Senate. candidate 
lfil:bo "Bi£f '' Partnagel 
clai~ his came_ruzyi. 
was on a very t'irm 
financial foo~." 
• comics 
'' Thni~h; turnout 
pibves tlla.t we·ve ~ 
able to attract a broad 
range of sllpJbl't, and 
~:n: having ru trouple. 
f i.ndi~ Cbnlribufurs • 
he • I 
He made his remarks 
at a 4100-a-plate. 
family reunion. 








ZONK, rM 9JRR.Y 70 BC BIJR-
fJeNIN6 YCV WffH MY SYNC 
PR081.EM5, 8IJT YOIJ'Re TH& 
~ ONt.Y P&RSON I KMJ(JJ WHO'S 
: R&AllY IN C.ONTRfJl OF HIS 
l!Fc .. / 
rrs TRUE, a.o.! ZIJNK'5 
IAIH0'5 LIFESTYLE Tf?.AN5CENf)S 
/?CALLY {1Jl7lJRAl mRAME:TCR5. 
fJIHAT? IT'S NO S£OlET HE!5 ONE 
(F TH£ LAST HOPES CFaJ< 
6ENeRATION/ 
I 
MJIJ) .. YOU'~ GOT Mc ON 
TH& 5P(JT, 01.! 50f00l CHtJM I 
&V&RYTHING YOU SAY 15 





2 3 4 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 52 Draws 23 Gherkin kin 
<D Edward Julius, 1978 Collegiate CW78-14 
Quality Eyewear - Excellent Service 
Come see our huge selection of 
Eyeglass Frames-You Can 
Afford the Best! 
In-Store, Lab-In-Store Tint.ing 
FREE ADJUSTMENTS-REPAIRS 
Prescriptions FUled - Lenses Duplicated 
466 Central Ave., Morrill Bldg. Dover 
Mon.-Fri. 
master charge 








5 Letter on a key 









22 Luau music-maker 
23 Dumbbel 1 
25 1963 Elvis hit 
( 3 wds.) 
33 - tower 
34 Cohort 
35 Headlight setting 
36 Evening, in news-
papers 
37 Mr. Ponti 
39 Even 
40 Dined 
41 Mr. Porter 
42 Glistened 
'43 1958 Elvis hit 
(2 wds.) 
47 Di sen cumbers 
48 Oriental actor, 
Jack -
49 Celestial hunter 
57 1962 Elvis hit 24 Scandinavian 
(3 wds.) capital 
60 Car gauge 25 Song or so~gstress 
61 Fit to be tied 26 Mrs. Peron 
62 Screen Tarzan, - 27 Registered -
Lincoln . 28 Wrath 
63 Having oomph 29 Defied 
64 Taunted 30 Language 
65 "Break - ! " peculiarity 
31 College in Memphis 
32 German port 
37 Like most colleges 
1 Bathroom 38 "Woe is me!" 
DOWN 
2 Margarine 39 Despite, for short 
3 Prejudice 41 "West Side Story" 
4 Do post office character 
work 42 Frost's "I Gave 
5 Japanese drama Them a -" 
6 Cadets of Colorado 44 With humor 
Springs 45 The fourth -
7 Certain leader, for 46 Like some lines 
short 49 Switch positions 
8 Sweet - 50 Debauchee 
9 Word in JFK phrase 51 Holly 
10 " ... it's - know" 52 Pequod's skipper 
11 Tabled'- 53 - code 
12 River to the Elbe 54 Prison part 
13 Colloids 55 Domesticate 
18 End-of-letter 56 Component of L.A. 
word air 
19 Like a steeplechase 58 Hairpiece 




Information and Preregistration* 
Wed. Nov. 1 3:00-4:00 
Thurs. Nov. 2 4:30-5:30 
Hamilton Smith 127 
Hamilton Smith 129 
Exploring Teaching is an opportunity to: 
-become involved in local schools 
Exploring Teaching is an opportunity to: 
111111 * students::::;;~t::::~::::::::s:;::::~: :::h~~t~ !l!l![I 







continued from page 1 
if anybody has been prosecuted 
under the law. He said the library 
usually makes vandal~ pay for 
the cost of a new magazine. 
"The only remedy we have for 
this problem is what we do now," 
Hull said, "to replace damaged 
magazines and microfilm 
duplicato is.suo.s. And if the issue 
damaged is ten years old, then it 





f ~~\\.- N-0-W 
THAU TUE OCT 31 
AT 6:40 & 9:00 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
6:30-8:30-10:30 
SAT&SUNMAT 
AT 1:00 ALL 754 
FAMILY $2.00 
2 FEATURES2 
-TllE 29111c:alUWY ..... 
TllE.-.L_... rllCE....-......cEI 








AT OUR REGULAR PRICES 
WED-SAT OCT 25-28 
AT 6:40 & 8:45 
FRIDAY &SATURDAY 
6:30 - 8:30 - 10:30 
A man, a woman, a murder 
as only lelouch 
could do it. If ~ 
~ATel"­
. ~;' M~IJSE 
SUN-MON-TUE OCT29-31 
SUN 6:00 & 8:40 
MONDAY 
TUESDAY 7:30 
A love story that is always new 
retums to thrill you anew. 
·~~~;w1':{:' 
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Aching Wildcats 
face NU Huskies 
FOOTBALL, 
continued from page 16 
what they do best," Bowes went 
on. "But you can't concentrate 
that much on him because they 
have so many other people. You 
leave yourself vulnerable." 
Among those "other people" is 
quarterback Allen Deary, the 
ECAC Division I-AA passing 
leader. Deary has completed 95 
out of 164' passes for 1264 yards. 
UNH's Steve Wholley, by the 
way, is fifth in the division with 63 
completions in 129 attempts for 
929yards. 
Northeastern has not beaten 
UNH since 1972, and that losing 
string is something the Huskies 
wiJJ be out fo snap tomorrow In 
light of the Cats' present 
vulnerability, the possibility of 
that happening looms large . 
"There's no question that they 
feel that this is the year they're 
going to get New Hampshire," 
said Bowes. "They're psyched to 
come at us with everything they 
have. They're a tough, strong 
football team." 
Lyons, however, was quick to 
play down his team's apparent 
edge. "New Hampshire is not far 
from the team it has been for the 
past three years," he . said. 
"Wholley is a real good one. 
(Tailback) Tom Delozier and 
(flanker) Dave Loehle are good 
football players. UNH isn't hurt-
ing for talent." 
In Lyons's opinion, UNH has 
suffered mainly from simple bad 
luck this year. "They could have 
beaten Holy Cross, and they 
should have," he said. "They could 
have beaten BU. The Maine game 
was just a fluke. It's the way the 
breaks go. Basically, they're a lot 
better than we are in many areas." 
UNH has· some incentive of its 
own to summon its collective 
<::trength :;ind win tomorron·. 
"We've got a lot of kids from the 
Boston area," said Bowes, "and I 
think this game really means 
something to them. The last 
thing they want to do is to go 
home and spend all summer 
listening to how Northeastern 
beat New Hampshire. 
"We'll just have to play well," 
he said. "We're hurt, so we have 
a lot of new faces in there. We're 
going to have to get a good game 
from them. '' 
Gaine tiine changed 
Contrary to published athletic schedules and calendars to-
morrow's .UNH-Northeastern football game will start at 1 p.m., 
not 1: 30, at Northeastern's Parson Field. 
Hockey tickets 
Tickets for tomorrow night's hockey exhibition game between 
UNH and Maine are available from members of the UNH 
baseball team, who are raising money for a planned trip to 
Florida next spring. Tickets may also be purchased at the door 
for $1.50. No student athletic tickets will be honored for the 7 p.m. 
game. 
SPORTS ON CAMPUS 
SOCCER: 1\'Iiddlebury, Brackett Field, tomorrow 2 pm; Rhode 
Island, Friday, 2 pm. 
ICE HOCKEY: Men vs. Maine (exhibition), Snively Arena, to-
morrow, 7pm. 
TENNIS: Women vs. Colby-Sawyer, Field House courts, today, 
3pm. 
FIELD HOCKEY: Bridgewater, Memorial Field, Tuesday, 2 pm. 
Huddy Uowd (66) and Sean McDonnell (33) prove that two ·heads are better than one as they 
converge on an AIC ball carrier in last Saturday's action. The Wildcats will have to rely on a 
strong team effort as Dowd is a doubtful starter for tomorrow's game, and 16 other Wildcats 
are suffering' from a rash of injuries. (Tom Lynch photo) 
Icemen set to open preseason 
By Lee Hunsaker begins on December 2 with a 
UNH's Wildcat hockey team home game against RPI. 
will open its pre-season tllls Satur- The Wildcats have been drilling 
day night when it hosts the UlVI- since October 12 in preparation 
sion II University of Maine at 7 in for their first game. Though 
Snively Arena. the date might seem early to 
The Black Bears, though a some, Holt had hoped to begin 
newcomer to collegiate hockey practices a week earlier but 
(last year was their first year), repairs needed for the boards 
should present themselves as a forced the delay. 
formidable opponent. Skating an The 1978-79 version of UNH 
almost exlusively freshman team hockey will represent two 
last year, UMaine went 15-12-0 themes, the departure year of 
under head coach Jack Selma. many fine forwards and the intro-
The weekend following the duction of the team's future 
UMaine exhibitiOn game UNH nucleus. 
will travel. to Ohio to open the Hopefully, the age - youth com-
season against Bowling Green, bination will click quickly. Much 
one of the final four teams which · of the youth is on defense wher_e it 
made the NCAA semi-finals in is needed most. Up front, the age 
Providence last year. should provide probably the best 
Head coach Charlie Holt looks set of forwards in the ECAC this 
at the weekend series with year. 
Bowling Green as a feeling out "I think we have two awfully 
period for the Wildcats. good lines," said Holt, "who have 
"Whereas the boys will prot>a- · got to be competitive with 
bly play with a lot of enthusiasm anyone. You can't call either of 
and hustle, a lot of mistakes will them a second line. What we 
strength, speed and general atti-
tude. He should be able to make 
things happen." 
Holt said the month-long 
exhibition season will help in re-
solving the question of who will 
be the third and fourth lines. 
Backstopping the Cats will be 
senior Ken Lorance and 
sophomore Greg Moffett. · 
Lorance has been used sparing-
ly in his four years at UJ'JH, 
playing in only a total of 10 
games, but winning all of them. 
Moffett, learned how to per-
form under pressure last season 
when his first game as a Wildcat 
was played against national 
champion Boston Uni\ .. !rsity in 
·Boston. Though losing 6 ·5, Mof-
fett showed he has the quc lities of 
being a fine Division I g1 1al ten-
der. 
Both are stand up goalies noted 
for their exceptional glove hands, 
and are expected to share the 
nets until the end of November ~ 
really have is two first lines." 
V II b II 
• k be made," he said. ··sut between Captain Bob Gould will be at 
0 \in. now and the end of November we . :;iy a ers sp1 e should be better organized and right wing with center Bruce Crowder (up from last year's role 
On defense for the Wildcats, a 
host of new names. Of the eight 
blueliners Holt will carry, half of 
them are freshmen. 
Junior Sean Coady, the ECAC's 
1!!78 Unsung Hero, will lead the 
defe~ comprised of sophomore$ 
Mike Waghorn and Bruce Rintoul, 
Senior Brad Holt and freshmen 
·Ross Yantzi, Ed Olsen, Scott 
·Jlufkart. and Ron Reeve. 
N h 
play .more together. Other than as a converted defenseman) and 
Ort eastern' 3• l Bowlmg Gre~n! where you ha_ve - leftwingTerryFlanagan. to make dec1s10ns. and go with That all-senior line will be 
By Gary Crossan Led by the overpowering spikes th.em:, we have time to work complemented with anotber fine 
"Well .. .," said Northeastern of Rauscher and freshman Yvette with. trio, sophomore Frank Barth cen-
Universitv volleyball coach Deb- Daigle, the Cats seemed to have After the Falcons come five tering All-American right wing 
bie Cameron, shaking her htcau little trouble nabbing points any- more exhibition games against Ralph Cox and left wing Frank 
· after her team had droppe(l game where, as only the back row Merrimack, St. Anslem 's, Nor- Roy. 
number four and the match to its acrobatics of the Huskie defense - .w]ch. Safem State, and -North- The battle goes on for the third 
UNH counterparts. "What can I allowed each of the first two eastern. The Northeastern game · . and fourth lines, however Holt 
say'? We were very sluj;(gish. games to run as long as they did. is one of three this year against appears to be leaning toward 
especially in those first two UNH lost a little of its momen- the Huskies, this first one being John Normand, sophomore Dana 
games. We just couldn't generate tum as coach Jane Job d~lved in- called an exhibition because Barbin, and Tom St. Onge as the 
anything, offensively or defen- to her bench in the third game. UNH has already filled its 30 third line. 
sively." Northeastern quickly built up a 9- game regular season quota. ''Dana's probably the seventh 
3 lead on the one-woman heroics The regular ECAC schedule best player," said Holt, "with his 
Well put. In giving up just four of freshman Joanne Lapo, whose 
· Though in only his second year 
as a regular, Coady has been ap-
pointed assistant captain by Holt, 
who said, "I think the reasons are 
obvious. Sean is a team leader, 
and with the attitude and en-
thusiasm that he shows, he can 
:use it to great advantages. I think 
he'll back up Gould exceptionally 
'well." 
points in those first two games, blocking and spiking more than 
the UNH women's volleyball offset some diving digs by Wild-
team looked as invincible as the cat Lynn Juster. UNH looked as if 
man with the big red S himself. they might have their hands full 
In her new role as the team's as the re-psyched Huskies 
back setter for the Cats' three muscled to an eight point victory. 
spiker attack, freshman Mary- Enter the trio of Rauscher, 
anne McNamara played the McNamara and sophomore 
position with the flair -of ·a well- Paula Casey. With senior Kim 
established veteran Tuesdav at Ashton providing accurate pops 
UNH easily disposed of North- to the front, the dynamic duo plus 
eastern, 3-1. one went to town, hammering 
___ _ away at the bewildered Huskies. 
"It's definitely an asset <having - But the tough and stubborn 
McNamara in the setter defense wouldn't give in. Again 
position)," said sophomore tri- and again La po and NU senior 
captain Iris Rauscher. "She· has Maureen Buckley came up with 
good hands and all-around ability big saves. However, invincibility 
and moves on the court very is a tough thingJo get around and 
well." Moving to the front on the Cats chalked up their eleventh 
rotation, the 5'5" Waltham native win of the year. _ 
also came up with some big Tomor~ow the Cats travel to 
spikes, most notably a boomer in Connecticut to take on New 
the fourth game <UNH leading 8- England powers URI and UConn. 
4) that seemed to literally break This match and the URI In-
the Huskies' backs. After some vitational (16 teams) the 
long rallies at 14-7, the Cats follo~ing weekend ar~ critical f?r 
finally nabbed that last point for UNH if they are to gam a berth m 
the match. the regional playoffs. 
t ""' ~ \ ' 't '"' f f ii' - .. I J f 
l ~ ' I " I , ;> , J 
.. . •' .. ·. 










W L T W L T 
3 0 0 4 2 0 
2 1 0 4 2 0 
1 1 0 4 2 0 
1 1 1 4 2 1 
1 1 0 2 5 0 
0 4 1 1 5 1 
UNH INJURY 
REPORT 
PLAYER - INJURY STATUS 
Mike Porter OG knee questionable 
Keith Reynolds DE knee out 
Mike Marchese LB shoulder out 
Tim Confrey LB shoulder out 
Phil Hamilton OG ~nee out 
Phil Estes OG neck questionable 
Paul Kelly OT shoulder probable 
Tom Delozier TB ankle probable 
Dave Loehle FLK knee questionable 
Don Wohlfarth C knee questionable 
Tim Benson SE knee out 
Bill Logue OT knee very doubtful 
Jake Wolpe OT shoulder doubtful 
Ed DiAntonio OT knee probable 
Buddy Dowd LB hip doubtful 
Mike Gooden DB shoulder out 
Steve Hirons DE , foot out 
• I 
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Plymouth State 
downs Cats, 2-0 
By Gerry Miles 
_ Paced by two second half goals 
that broke a scoreless tie, the 
Plymouth State soccer team . re-
mained undefeated on the year, 
downing UNH, 2-0, Wednesday 
afternoon . 
The Panthers record now stands 
at 14-0-1 while the Wildcats drop 
to 5-6. ·For the Wildcats, it was 
their fifth loss in the last six 
games. 
The only game the Panthers 
haven't won "vas a s coreless tie 
against Middlebury. 
"We have five of o.ur toughest 
games, other than the Connecticut 
game we already played, coming 
up in front of us," said UNH coach 
Bob Kullen. 
The other games facing UNH 
after tomorrow's home game with 
Middlebury (2 p.m.) are against 
Babson, Rhode Island, Dartmouth, _ 
:rnd Massachusetts. 
"No one was marked on the 
corner kick," said UNH goalkeeper 
Gordie Tuttle. "It's been a problem 
all year . If they stay with their 
man, they won't get the ball." 
I 
The Panthers, feeling momentwn 
going their way, quickly mounted 
another drive that saw Tuttle 
sprawl in front of the net and 
make another of his seven saves 
of the afternoon. 
The 'Wih.kctl~ then drove back 
to the Panthers' end and just missed· 
tying the game on a passing..Play 
between Dick Kiernan and-Mike 
Sawin. Kiernan dribbled through 
the Panthers defense and found 
Sawin breaking in at the side 
of the net. Sawin 's shot went back 
against the flow of play, just 
missing the far corner. 
UNH fullback Sam Welch and Plymouth State's Chris Desjardb1s jockey for position while c~as~g 
after the ball in second half action Wednesday. Desjardins scored what proved to be the wmmng 
goal in the second half off a corner kick, as the Panthers downed the Wiidcats, 2-0, Wednesday. 
<Gerry Miles photo) 
The first half Wednesday was 
evenly played, with the Wildcats 
outsho9ting the Panthers 4-2, 
but not getting the breaks that 
were needed. The teams carried 
a scoreless tie into halft'ime. 
Sixteen minutes later, a UNH 
defensive error set up the second 
PSC goal which insured the Pan-
thers' 14th win. 
A pass back to UNH fullback 
Pat Udeh was bobbled, and speedy 
Panther Glen Reilly intercepted 
it and raced in on Tuttle_ Tuttle 
alertly moved out, cut down the 
angle aryd made the save. However. 
the ball rebounded awav to Kevin 
Rice. Rice passed back· to Reilly. 
who tucked the' bal1 past Tuttle , 
who was trying vainly to get back 
into position. "I was lucky to stop 
the breakaway," said Tuttle . "He 
<Reilly l cut across the middle, and 
I dove at his feet-for the save." 
Grid~ers limp· into Boston After the break the Wildcats 
came out on the attack, but as 
in the first half, Panther goalie 
Pete Simonini successfully thwart-
ed any UNH scoring threats. 
By Tom Lynch 
Tomorrow afternoon, the 
easiest way to tell which team 
has won the UNH-Northeastern 
football game will be to see which 
team has more players standing 
at the final whistle. 
lnjuri ~s have crippled both 
teams, t J rning what was to have 
been a powerful clash between 
two tra ms with nearly even 
record,., ( UNH is 4-2-1, while NU 
is 4-3.l .nto a struggle for survival. 
The Wildcats come into the 
ga me in the worst physical con-
dition they have heen in all 
season. fn all, 17 starters or 
second-string players are in-
jured, and of those, all but three 
a re listed as " questionable" or 
worse . 
The latest batch of injuries in-
clude center Don Wohlfa r th, who 
reinjured his knee la st week 
agai ns t AIC . Flanker Dave 
Loehle and split end Tim Benson 
a lso have aggravated old knee in-
juries. Loehle, who is question~ 
able for tomorrow's game, m1ssea 
the entire 1977 season after knee 
surgery. Benson will not play to-
morrow. 
Guard Phil Estes strained neck 
muscles against AIC and may 
join linemate Phil Hamilton on 
the sidelines. Hamilton may be 
out for the season with his knee 
injury. 
Linebacker Buddy Dowd is 
doubtful for the game after 
sustaining a hip pointer last 
week . 
The synthetic turf at NU 's Par-
son F'ield won ' t help matters for 
either team . "We're expecting a 
real physical affair," said UNH 
head coach Bill Bowes. "Games 
like that on artificial turf worry 
you . You run the risk of injury, 
and we can't really afford too 
many more. " 
Northeastern is not in much 
_better shape, according to head 
coach Robert " Bo" _ Lyons . 
"We 're hurting physically in 
some areas," he said . "We're 
UNH stickwomen tie 
with Minutemen, 1-1 
lh ~ancv l\lacu.liewicz 
1l'he ll:\J"II field hockev tea rn 
played to a 1-1 tie against· U Ma~ .;s 
on Tuesday. bringing thei r reconi 
to 9- 1-1. l 1NH also ti ed North-
ea st ern earliPr in the season. but 
thl' \\.' ilclcats gained a \rin lr01 n 
tha t game because Northeaster.'l · 
\'i olat ed a pla yer eli gibi lity· rule . 
l lMass's record is nm\· 8-2-1. 
Toda v. l1 Nll \\'ill tran·l to Dart -
mouth and l ' Mass will rnPt" 
l!Conn tomorro\\'. Th<' outcome~ 
of tlwst' games will pl a:-" key role~ 
in cl Pt(' rmining tht' st'C'dings for 
rwxt month's n·g ional tourna -
mPnt. 
··It's going to be tough for the 
seeding committl'C' to place the 
top lour teams in thl' right or-
der ... said U;\IH <.:<H1ch J<>an 
, Hilling. "In fact. thcrP probably 
is no right order ... 
UNll is almost guaranteed a 
seeded position in the tournament. 1 
In Tul'sdav·s contest \\'ith 
lJMass. UMass scored first. om' 
and a half rninutt's into the game. 
The goal came off a penalty cor-
nt'r. 
UNH tied thP garnl' seven 
minutes into the second half. on a 
goal by freshman .Julie Book-
myer . ··It \ms a very good goal. .. 
said H.illing . "We \\"Cre pressing 
and sht' ( Bookmyer l got tlw ball 
on a rl'bmlnd ... 
Both tPams played \\·ell. al'.cor-
ing to llilling. and the tic \\'as a 
lair outcome to the gamP . l '.\l ll 
had a slight edge in terms of shots 
on goals and pPnalty corners. 
Hilling said . 
Th<: Wildcats have 1wen " up 
and dO\rn .. this season . Hilling 
said. " WhPn \\'l' play the weakPr 
tC'ams. \\'C look overwhPlrningly 
strong . The \\'Cakncssl's within 
our team shmr up \\'hl'n we play 
tlw stronger (('ams ." 
Hilling has al\\·ays coached 
winning fiPld hockey- teams at 
UNH . This spason she had antici-
pated more of a building year.' 
but the \\:ildcats· relati\'e vouth 
and inPXJWrienc.·p hasn ' t· hurt 
their standing. 
"Overall. I'm \ 'Pl'.V delighted 
with thP spason considPring our 
youth ... said Hilling. 
going to be lacking six starters. 
Injury-wise, I think it's going to 
balance out." 
Unfortunately for the Wildcats, 
one of the Northeastern starters 
who is not injured is co-ca.ptain 
tight end Dan Ross. Ross is the 
leading Di.vision I-AA pass 
receiver in the ECAC, with 42 
receptions for 660 yards and four 
touchdowns. 
"Of course, Ross is our biggest 
strength," said Lyons. "We 're 
still looking for backup strength, 
but the most consistent part of 
our offense is throwing the ball to 
Ross.'' 
"We can' t afford to concentrate 
on stopping Ross ," Bowes said . 
"They'll get you it'lside with their 
big right side of the line." Right 
guard Jeff Rice ( 270 lbs. l and 
right tackle Mark Kelly ( 255 ) an-
chor the Huskie offensive line . 
" Y.ou've got to stop him moss l. 
because then you 're stopping 
FOOTBALL, page 15 
But Si.monini was ready and 
didn't have to worry about any 
flukes, as he only needed to make 
three savesjn the game. "We have 
to take more than three shots 
in a game to score," said Kullen. 
Simonini is the main reason that 
the Panthers have faired so well, 
as he nas allowed two goals in 
the entire season, both of which 
he termed "flukes." 
Panther Chris Desjardins (from 
Newmarketl broke the tie at 10:53 
after he headed home a corner 
kick in a crowd for a 1-0 Plymouth 
lead . · 
" I headed the ball, and a UNH 
fullback tried to stop it and re-
directed it past Tuttle , .. said 
Desjardins. "He had no chance." 
I' 
As tiRle grew short the Wild-
cats'. intensity to get on the board 
increased , resulting in several 
drives, but the shots came from 
too far out and \.Vere easilv handled 
by Simonini (called "The Cat " 
bv teammates J and the Panther 
defense, which successfully cleared 
the ball to waiting forwa;ds. 
"They were a good a ggress ive. 
tough , , hard-nosed team ... said 
Kullen after the game. "Thev have 
a good offensi ve soccer tea m ... 
Hight now. the Wildcats must 
Joe.us their a ttenti on on breaking 







~ Gerry Dana I 
Lynch Keegan Hunsaker Miles Jennings I - -
I ... .- I 
New Hampshire 
at Northeastern NUby3 · NUby4 NUby2 _NH by 7 NUby'l ,I.\ 
. . 
Boston University ' 




at Massachusetts Mass by 14 Mass by 14 Mass by 20 Mass by-14 Mass by 7 
I -
I 
Lafayette \ I 
atMaine Laf by 20 Laf by 21 Lafby 32 Laf by 35 f Lafby42 I ~ 
- ~ 
Holy Cross 
at Brown HC by 14 HC by.7 HC by_lO l?Cby17 H<; by 20 
' 
I - ! .. 
Harvard 
•. 
at_Princeton Har by 1 Har by 6 Har by3 Har by 14 Har by 10 
I 
Dartmouth 
at Cornell Corby 3 Corby 3 Corby 3 Corby 8 Corby 7 
I Yale 
at Pennsylvania Yale by 3 " Yale by4 Yale by 7 Yal.e by 14 Yale by 14 
l . .. ... 




. Season: . 37-15-2 . . 71$ 36-16-2 .. 692 37-15-2, . 7J5. 37-15:2, . '/15 38-_14-2, .-135 ) 
